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1.0 SUMMARY 

The Royal Atlwood property is centrad about 9 kilometres west-northwest of Grand Forks, B.C.. 
covering the Gibbs, May, Skeff Creek vallevs. and the heiahts of land between the creeks. There is 
excellerit access to the claims via the Lone St& haul road. fiighviay 3, the Iron Clad and Gibbs Creek - 
May Creek roads as well as numerous powerline access and other 2 and 4 wheel drive roads. The 
pmperty consists of eight 4-post and twenty-seven 2post mineral claims (a total of 157 units). The 
claims were acquired during 1998 and 1997and all claims are held under option to Century Gold Corp. 

This report describes the work completed by Century Gold on the property during the period Juiy 
- November, 1997. A total of 103.7 line kilometres of grid was established, with soil samples collected at 
25 metre intervals on lines spaces 100 metres apart. and with 50 metre infill lines established in areas of 
interest. 3,853 soil samples ware collected. All were analysed for gold; some samples had 32 element 
ICP analysis in addition to gold analysis. 
completed over a portion of the grid. 

Forty line kilometres of ground magnetometer survqr was also 
Geological mapping was done in areas of interest, and 90 rock 

samples were wllected, for gold and 32 element analysis. Finally 25 0.5 cubic metre suction dredge, 
sluice concentrate samples were collected from May Creek and analysed for gold. 

The structure of the property is complex. The northern portion of the property is situated above 
the Jurassic aged regionally mapped Mt. Attvvood fault. the central part betwean the Mt. Wright and Mt. 
Attwood faults, and the most southern portion of the property in the fwtwall of the Mt WrigM fault. In the 
very northern portion of the property serpentine and listvvanite which mark the Lind Creek fault are 
exposed. The Lind Creak fault has particularly extensive serpentinite development which can be the 
host to mineralization bath on the property and on nearby or adjoining claims (the Winnipeg-Golden 
Crown and Athelstan-Jackpot properties). East of Highway 3, on Eagle Mountain, the low angle north 
dipping Eagle Mountain fault represents an Eocene detachment type fault, separating Triassic Brooklyn 
limestone and volcanics from older Permian Attwood gmup. The steep, north-south trending Tertiary 
aged July Creek fault occurs west of the highway and represents the youngest fault movement on the 
pmperty. 

The oldest rocks exposed on the pmperly belong to the Permian Knob Hill Group, and wnsist of 
serpentine and listwanite, diorite and metamorphic rwks. Exposures of these rocks are restricted to the 
extreme southern portion of the properly. Serpentine is tectonically emplaced along faults, and may be 
either massive or strongly foliated. Locally this serpentirre is altered to a characteristic orange-brorm 
weathering listwanite. Jurassic aged thrust faults are commonly marked by large exposures of 
serpentine, although late Tertiary faults may also have exposures of serpentine along them, particularly 
where they cut older faults. 

Permian Attwood Group rocks occur in a number of areas of the pmpsrly, in the hanging wall to 
the Mount Wright fault in the south. west of the July Creek fault between the Mount Athrvood and Lind 
Creek faults in the northwest portion of the property, and above the Eagle Mountain detachment fault in 
the northeast. The Attwwd Group rocks consist of fine grained tuffaceous volcanics which locally may 
be very sulfidic, with disseminated and veinlets of pyrite and wrrhotite. Overlying the VdCanicS are 
massive to locally wall bedded, grey to whiie limestones and sediments. The occurrence of gold-bearing 
massive sulfide/oxide mineralization at a limestone-volcanic contact within Attwood Group rocks scuth of 
the border (ie. Lamefoot. Overlook) makes this an attractive exploration target. Massive sulfide Ier~seS 
within the Attwood volcanics (lmn Clad, Buttercup showings) further support a favourable VMS 
environment, and the Jim and Haul road area showings which wcur at the limestone-volcanic Wntad 
are prime candidates for further exploration. 

Rocks of the Triassic Brooklyn Formation underlay the majority of the pmperty, consisting of a 
sequence of tuffaceous vdcanics and related microdiorite, limestone, and sediments. The volcanic 
rocks are typically chloritic altered greenstones, commonly carbonate altered (especially in the vicinity of 
the Wolfard workings) which grade into massive fine grain&, microdiorite. Limestone is massive to well 
bedded, and white to grey in wlour. Locally it is dark grey and carbonaceous. The occurranw of 
sediments of the Brooklyn Formation is limited on the property, consisting of tuffaceous sandstone and 
siltstone, chert brewia (sharpstone conglomerate) scuth of the Wolfard area. 



The above sequence of rocks is cut by granodiorite to quartz diorite intrusives of the Cretaceous 
Nelson Piutonic Suite in the Wolfard and Buttercup areas. Numerous fresh looking, dark grey Tertiary 
dykes occur throughout the property. These dykes are fine grained and porphyrftic with phenocrysts of 
plagioclasa (+I- biotite and hornblende). Typically they are strongly magnetic, 

In the Wolfard area, mafic volcanic hosted copper-gold skam mineralization occurs and the 
strong gold geochem anomalies (to 1060 ppb Au) distal to known mineralization make this an excellent 
eXplOratiOn target. In addition, the possible continuity between the geochem anomalies here with those to 
the west. Suggest the potential for developing a sizable deposit. Rock sampling returned results to 980 
ppb Au and >l% Cu from the dumps of old workings, Very limited previous percussion and diamond 
drilling tested only the very proximal skam zone, near the Kate shaft Trenching is recommended to test 
areas of anomalous gold in soils. with follow-up diamond drilling. 

A very large number of old workings occur in the northern part of the property, in the area which 
covers the old Buttercup crown grant. Very sulfidic Attwood Group volcanica prospective for a Lamefoot 
type VMS model are exposed. and in addition, the intersection of the Lind Creek and July Creek faults 
(both of which are potentially important controls of gold mineralization) occurs here. This area is 
adjacent to the Jackpot crow grant, where significant gold mineralization occurs in veins and massive 
sulfide lenses within listv.anites related to the Lind Creek fault. Similar gold bearing quartz veins occur 
in the Buttercup area, hosted within listwnite and exposed in old workings, which have returned values 
to 8400 ppb Au. Diamond drilling is recommended to test these structurally controlled gold bearing 
veins. The area of interest is represented by a strong gold soil anomaly, with values to 19Bo ppb Au, and 
overall the distribution of gold in soils is strongly oontrdled by the occurrence of serpentine and 
listwanite. Soil values were disappointingly low in areas of sulfidic Attwood Group volcanics. 

The southem portion of the property is generally covered by heavy forest. The May and July 
Creek valleys are filled with a thick layer of glacial till, up to several hundred feet in thickness. 
Elsewhere on this portion of the grid, local eskers were noted but generally till was minimal. A number of 
gold soil anomalies occur, however rock exposure is limited in areas of anomalous soils and no source 
has been identified to account for any of these anomalous areas, Numerous single station anomalies in 
the western portion of the grid remain to be ground checked. Thirty-m element ICP analysis was done 
on the samples collected from this portion of the property, however there ware no significant anomalies 
in elements other than gold. Trenching is recommended to test areas of anomalous gold in soils. 

In the northern portion of the grid, forest ccver is again relatively heavy, although outcrop is 
somewhat more abundant than in the south. As with May Creek, the Skeff Creek valley is filled with a 
thick layer of glacial till. Apart from the Skeff and July Creek valleys, till cover was not noted elsewhere 
in this portion of the property. A number of areas of strongly ancmalous gold in soils are associated with 
the contact of Tertiary dykes. There is no kncwn mineralization to explain the soil anomalies, and 
trenching (and drilling where trenching is not lkgistimlly feasible) is recommended 

A ground magnetometer survey was completed over the southern portion of the property, and is 
useful in defining the contact between Brooklyn greenstone and micmdiorite in the south and limestone 
to the north. Strong magnetic highs appear to bs caused by Tertiary dykes cutting the older rocks. while 
thick till may have the effect of masking magnetic response. An isolated broad magnetic high in the 
northeast portion of the grid should be ground checked, particularty since several anomalous soil Values 
occur in this area, which is at least regionally underlain by Brooklyn limestone. 

A two stage program has been recommended. Stage 1 ($50,000) ccnsists of minor further 
ground work and target definition in areas of anomalws gold in soils, fotlowad by backhoe trenching. 
Grid work is recommended for the western portion of the property (the Jim-Haul Road area) becaUSe of 
the favwrable geology and known mineralization. Preliminary mapping is also recommended for the 
eastern portion of the property (the Eagle Mountain area) again because of the favouraMe gedogy and 
referenced mineral showings. Stage 2 ($250,000) consists of diamond drilling. Stage 2 is not entirety 
dependant on Stage 1, since a number of targets are drill ready at present and do not lend themselves to 
trenching. In total, an estimated 5.ooo’ of trenching and 7500’ of diamond drilling is proposed. 



2.0 

2.1 

INTRODUCTION 

Location, Access and Terrain 

Work described in this report ws. done on the Royal Ahwood property, centred about 9 
kilometres west-northwest of Grand Forks, B.C. (see Figure 1). Access to the property is west from 
Grand Forks on Highway 3 to the Gibbs Creek-May Creek road, or to the Iron Clad road, and then west 
on a netwrk of roads which cross the property. The western portion of the property is best accessed via 
the Lone Star haul road from Phoenix, or numerous four wheel drive roads which leave the haul road, 
while the area east of Highway 3 is access& by numerous roads from the highway or from Grand Forks. 
The property is crossed by two powodines, both of which have road access throughout their length and 
provide good access to the claims. In general, there is road access to most parts of the claim Mock. 

The claims are situated on the lower east facing slopes of Mt. Ahwood and Mt. Wright covering 
the Gibbs, May and Skeff Creek valleys as well as the heights of land between the creeks. July Creek 
runs north-south paralleling the highway in the central portion of the property. while in the east the 
property covers Spencer Hill and the south slopes of Eagle Mountain. Elevation ranges from about 
2.300 feet in the July Creek valley in the central part of the property. to about 4,600 feet at the height of 
land to the west 

Typically the creek valleys are heavily covered with glacial till, with up to 30 metres of till 
exposed in road cuts, steep banks and dd placer worktngs near the mouth of May Creek. The terrain is 
variable with typically steep creek valleys with heavy cedar forest. Away from the creeks, slopes are 
generally more moderate, although locally they become very steef~. Vegetation consists typically of 
moderate to open mature fir. larch and pine forest, with heavy undergrowth in places. Previously 
disturbed areas are generally regrown with thick alders The eastern part of the pmperty is covered by 
relatively open grassy slopes with thick till in the Spencer Hill area and with little rock exposure. 

The climate is moderately dry. with generally hot summers and little rainfall. Snowfall is 
minimal, generally less than 1 metre. Water would be available for drilling from any of the four major 
creeks cutting the property (Skeff, May, Gibbs or July Creek). 

2.2 Pmoertv and Ownershio 

The Royal Attwod property consists of eight 4-p0e.t and twenty-seven 2-poet mineral claims (a 
total of 157 units), as shown in Figure 2 and summarized on the following page. Expity dates listed are 
prior to acceptance of this report. Figure 2 shows additional claims in the area of the property (ie. the 
May claims). These claims have been abandoned through a filing for inclusion and are no longer in 
existence. The area covered by the claims has been induded in the area covered by the surrounding 4 
post claim. The position of certain 2 post claims (ie. the JC 14 and Wolfard 14) is difficult to see due to 
overstaking and abandonment in the central portion of the property. 

All claims, with the exception of the JC and JC 14 claims, are owned 100% by Donald Rippon 
and held under option to Century Gold Corp. The JC claims are owned 100% by John Carson and held 
under option to Century Gold Corp. 
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I CLAIM NAME TENURE# I SI 
I I 

I 

Royal 
Wolfard 
Spencer 
Eagle 
View 
U.S.A. 
97 Windfall 
JC 
JC 1 
JC 2 
JC3 
JC4 
Wolfard 1 
Wolfard 2 
Wolfard 3 
Wolfard 4 
Eagle 1 
Eagle2 -’ 
Eagle 3 
Eagle 4 
Eagle 5 
April 1 
April 2 
Aptil3 
April 4 
April 5 
April 6 
April 7 
April 11 
April 13 
April 15 
April 16 
April 17 
April 20 
April 21 

355421 
355422 
355423 
355424 
355425 
356339 
358685 
357699 
357700 
357701 
357702 
357703 
358220 
358221 
358222 
358223 
355426 
355427 
355428 
355429 
355430 
350327 

350328 
350329 
350330 
350331 
350332 
350333 
353492 
354863 
353805 
353493 
353494 
354884 
354865 

IINIT! 
20 
15 
20 
15 
12 
20 
IO 
18 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

EXPIRY DATE 
1998/04/20 
1998&l/21 
1996/04/30 
i996!04/30 
~i998mt30 
1998/05/29 
1Q98mw25 
1998/07/10 
1998m7/06 
1999/07108 
1998/07/08 
1998m7m8 
1998/07/23 
1998/07/23 
1996/07/23 
1998/07/23 
l998Kw29 
1998/04/29 
1998104/29 
1996/04/30- 
1998m4/30 
2000/08/29 
2000/08129 
2ooo/o8/29 
2OOOfO8RQ 
2000/08/29 
2000/08/29 
2000/06/29 
1998/02/03 
1998m4m2 
1996/oz20 
1998/02/03 
1998mm 
1998hl/10 
1996/04/l 0 



2.3 History 

Regional History 

The Greenwood camp, and particularly the Phoenix area, has a long history of exploration and 
mining activity. Fxoellent historical accounts of the general Greenwood area are provided by Peatfield 
(1978) and Church (1986). and of the Phoenix area by (Caron, 1992); the follcwing is taken in part from 
these sources and the reader is referred to these for further detail. The wide range of deposit types in 
the camp has ensured essentially ongoing exploration since the late 1800’s, although exploration has 
been to a large extent trend driven. 

Exploration dates back to the early 1880’s. with this first phase of exploration and development 
focused on high grade gold and silver veins, such as the Skylark, Providence, City of Paris, and Jewel 
(Dentonia) Mines. With the discovery and development of the Phoenix area in the 1890’s exploration 
shined largely to a Copper focus. although work continued sporadioally on the various precious metal 
vein properties over the next 50 years, Significant producers were the Jewel, with about 135,600 tons 
averaging 0.32 oz/t Au, the Winnipeg (61,000 tons @ 0.23 or+? Au), and the Athelstan (36,OCKl tons @ 
0.17oZnAu) (Church, 1986). 

The first claims in the Phoenix area were staked in 1890 and in 1898 the original Granby 
Company was formed to W in the area. By 1899 the Canadian Pacific Railway had extended a branch 
line to Phoenix and underground mining of copper and goid ores began, Later, open pit mining methods 
wan? developed and the Ironsides Mine became one of the first open pk mines in Canada. In 1900 the 
City of Phoenix was incorpomtad and the Granby Smelter in Grand Forks was completed. Ore wds aI= 
produced in the mining camp by the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company, primarily from the 
Snowshoe Mine. Production rates from the camp at this time varied widely with a maximum rate of 
approximately 3060 tons par day achieved. In 1919, the Granby mine and smelter closed due to low 
copper prices, lower ore grades and a shortage of coking coal for the smelter furnaces. 

The 1930’s and 1946’s saw a revival of mining activity in the camp, with the reopening of the 
Jewel and Providence Mines and then, in 1966. the Granby Company reevaluated the Phoenix property 
with the intent of mining by open pit trackless mining methods, Open pit production at Phoenix began in 
1960 at a rate of 900 tons per day, was inoreased to 2000 tons per day in 1961 and further increased to 
3000 tons per day in 1972. By 1973, declining production was supplemented by processing low grade 
copper ore stockpiled in previous years. Mill feed was further augmented by ore trucked from the Lone 
Star Mine 20 km to the south in Washington State. Granby terminated mining qwations at Phoenix in 
1976, and later dismantled and moved the Phoenix mill. For a 20 year period while the mine was 
operating, exploration in the camp was booming, although dominated by the work of Granby and virtually 
contmlled by the Phoenix copper skam model. Total production at Phoenix during the period 1960 - 
1976 is reported at 27 million tons at a grade of 0.9% Cu and 0.04 OrA Au, from a number of different 
ore bodies (Church, 1986). The Motherlode copper skem deposit follows a similar history to the Phoenix, 
with production until 1918 by undergmund methods, and then reopening as an open @t operation in 
1966. Production fmm the Motheriode is reported at 4.7 million tons at a grade of 0.8% Cu and 0.04 OZA 
Au. 

Exploration in the camp was rekindled in the early 1986’s with the discovery of the Sylvester K 
gold bearing sulfide zone north of the Phoenix. The zone ranges up to 49 feet in wklth, with grades in 
the order of 0.25 to 0.3 oz/t Au, fmm both massive pyrite and from underlying pyritic volcanic SibtOneS. 
The Sylvester K is contained within a very characteristic, repeatable sequence of Brooklyn sediments 
and volcanicS (the upper portion of the regionally mapped sharpstcne unit), sitting just below massive 
Brooklyn limestone. The deposit shows characteristics of both struoturally controlled replacement 
mineralization and volcanogenic massive sulfide mineralization. and the origin is still hotly debated. 
Complex faulting offsets mineralization and has hampered exploration. 



The diswvely of numerous gold mines in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, nearby in Washington 
State, has again revived exploration in the Grea%wod camp. Crown Resources/Battle Mountain’s 
Crown Jewel deposit at Chesaw is a gold skam deposit with reserves of in the order of 8 million tons @ 
0.18 ozlt Au. The deposit occurs in probable Triassic reeks near a Cretaceous intrusion, similar to the 
geological setting of the major skam deposits (Phoenix, Motherlode, Ore Denoro) in the Greenwood area 
(Hickey,, 1992). It’s discovery brought several major and numerous junior companies in to reevaluate 
properties in the Greenwuod 
than exhaustive. 

camp vvlth a gold skam model, although the exploration completed was less 

Crown Resources&ho Bay’s success in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s at discovering a new 
style of gold deposi! in the Belcher District, in the Curlew Lake area just south of the border, has opened 
the door to a new type of deposit in the camp. although industry has been slow to explore for this style of 
mineralization in the Greenwood area. Rasmussen (1993) describes this !ype of deposit as a gold- 
tearing. magnetite-pytitite-pyrite syngenetic volcanogenic deposit hosted within Permian At!wxxf 
Group rock& with as least part of the gold mineralization at!ribu!ed to a later stage epigenatic event. The 
gold bearing massive magnetiie and sulfides at Overlook, Lamefoot (aboot 2.2 million tons @ 0.2 oz/! 
Au) and Key West deposits all occur at the same stratigraphic horizon: with a stratigraphic footwall of 
felsic volcaniclastics and a massive limestone hangingwall. and with aunferous quartz-sulfide and sulfide 
veinlets in the footwall of the deposits. Recognising the similarities between the geology of the Curlew 
RepuMic area with that of the Greenwood area, and with reserves declining and an impending shor!age 
of mill feed, Echo Bay Minerals Co., entered into a join! venture agreement to explore a large block of 
claims in the Greenwood camp in 1997. A 10,000 foot drill program was completed. aimed a! finding 
additional resewzs for their mill. 

Similarly, the successes of Hecla and Echo Bay in developing gold bearing, Eocene epithermal 
!ype vein deposits in the Curlew and Republic areas (ie. Kettle, K2, Golden Promise. Golden Eagle) have 
not been repeated north of the border, although this style of mineralization is known to occur in the 
Greenwood area and well directed exploration would probably succeed in discovering areas of 
mineralization fining this model. 

While the Greenwood camp has a long history of exploration, the same is true of the geoiogically 
similar RepuMic - Cudew - Chesaw area. where new discweries have been prolific in the past decade, 
and where new models of mineralization are being applied. Exploration in the Greemwod areas needs 
to be done wfth the same thoroughness and level of understanding of geology, structure and 
mineralization processes. 

History of Royal Attwood Property 

Skeff Creek, May Creek and July Creek have long been recognised as being placer gold bearing 
creeks (although not referenced in the Minfile system), with placer exploration and production dating 
back at least the mid 1930’s and early 1940’s (Minister of Mines Annual Reports. 1934, 1938, 1941). A 
total of 78 oz of placer gold production are reparted for May Creek prior to 1950 (Holland. 1950). Placer 
exploration and production has continued sporadically up to the present time. although the amount of 
gold production is unknown. 

A record of early activity on the property is documented by the claims and crown grants shown 
on the 1932 Mineral Reference Map for the Grand Forks, Greenwood, and Trail Creek Mining Divisions. 
A list of the claims or crown grants (all of which have since reverted and no longer show with any special 

designation on the Mineral Titles map) which fall within the property is as follows: 



Wolfard Area: 
L 605 
L 961s 
L962s 
L963s 
L964S 
L 1701 
L 1702 

St. Louis CG 
Kate No. 2 Fr. 
Silverton Fr. CG 
St Lawrence Fr. CG 
VA Fr. CG 
Kate Fr. 
Wolfard CG 

Buttercup Area 
L 1210s Windfall CG 
L 1211s Prince Fr. CG 
L 1490 Buttercup CG 
L2229 St. Elnw CG 

East of Highway - Eagle Mountain area 
L 434s The Layover CG 
L 435s May Queen 
L 577 Eagle CG 
L 2169s Denver CG 
L 3174 Alpha 
L 3242 Buller CG 
L 3383 Cressant 

Jim-Haul Road Area 
L898 
L 1258s 
L 1259 
L 1260 
L 2898 
L 2904 
L 2905 
L2906 
L 3339 

JC area 
L 1212s 
L 2217s 
L 1353 
L 1768 

E.F.W. 
Jim Fr. CG 
R. Kipling Fr. CG 
Readv Cash 
Lone ‘Star CG 
Comstcck 
Jim CG 
Bix Six CG 
Annie Lee CG 

Iron Clad Fr. CG 
May CG (RCG) 
Palmetto CG 
Key West CG 

There are numerous references in the Minister of Mines Annual Reports on the above claims. 
dating back to the late 189% with most of the activity pre-1910, and with only minor work done during 
the period 1910-1930. The Buttercup and Jim workings are referenced as early as 1896. 

The Wolfard area is perhaps the best explored part of the property, with the first reported work in 
1900. The Minister of Mines Annual Report for 1905 state-s that 

During the late 1960’s the B.V.P.K., Tex and C.V. claims (Minfile 082ESE182) were held by 
Consul Mines, Occatilla Exploration Co. and La Mota Mt. Industries Ltd. The claims are described as 
covering ground north of Skeff Creek and the area between Skeff and May Creeks (Minister of Mines 
Annual Reports, 1968, 1969, 1970). During 1968 mapping, sampling, mag and IP surveys were done, 
and 3 miles of access road built. In 1969 and 1970, mapping and soil and silt sampling is reported. as 
well as 3 trenches. totalling 200 feet, dug in bedrock, and several trenches and test pits dug in 
overburden. It is unclear where specifically this work was done. 

Granby’s Hope-Wet-Eagle property, which straddled Highway 3. covered the Wolfard area and 
part of the current Eagle claim, east of Highway 3. The claims were staked in the late 1960’s. ground 
ma9 and geological mapping done in 1969 and an IP survey completed in 1970, as detailed by Dodds et 
al (1970). Four anomalous zones on the Hope Grid (Wolfard area) were outlined, and have been plotted 
on Figure 6. Zone 1 is described as being likely caused by graphitii limestone, while Zone 2 is located 
near Area C defined during this program. Zones 3 and 4 appear to be related to intrusive contacts in the 



on Figure 6. Zone 1 is described as being likely caused by graphitic limestone, while Zone 2 is located 
near Area C defined during this program. Zones 3 and 4 appear to be related to intrusive contacts in the 
Wolfard and Nate area. Further geophysical detailing was recommended on these zones but doss not 
appear to have been done, nor was any drill follow-up done by Granby. 

The area was staked again in 1976, as the April claim group, and option& to Tofino Mines Ltd 
(which later became Banqwest Resources Ltd.). The April claim group covered not only the Wolfard 
area (the April Minfile reference. LlSZESE208). but the area to the west and north. covering the Jim area 
near the haul road, and the Windfall-FlorenoeTdpod claims north of Skeff Creek and ti of the 
Buttercup. TofinoBanqwest carried out a significant amount of geological. geochemical and geophysical 
work over a portion of the claims during the period 19766.4. as described by Gutrath (1977a. 1977b). 
Hawkins (1982), and Rayner (1984). 

In 1976, Tofino reestablished Granby’s 1970 Hope Grid over the Wolfard area and completed 
ground mag, copper soil geochemistry and geological mapping wer the grid (Gutrath, 1977a). An east- 
west mag anomaly was discovered. approximately 706 feet long by 106 feet wide. cotnciding tith the 
Wolfard workings and almoat centred on Granby’s (Zone 3) chargeability anomaly. A strong east-wesi 
trending copper anomaly, with values in the range of 366 to 1866 ppm Cu, coincides with the mag and 
chargeability anomalies. In November of 1977, Tofino carried out a percussion drill program aimed at 
testing the anomalous areas defined by the earlier work programs (Gutrath. 1977b). Thirteen percussion 
holes were drilled from twc sites to test the intrusive contact zone in the Wolfard-Kate area. Ten holes 
were drilled from one site (about 106 metres northwest of the Kate shaft, in the area of rock sample 
RA9745R from the current program. as shown on Figure 7), and 3 from the second site, located about 
160 metres east of the Kate shaft, near samples RA97- 34.36,36R (see Figure 7). A maximum depth of 
66 feet was reached, with 9 of the holes reaching a depth of less than 30 feet due to the highly fractured 
nature of the ground. The program wds unsucceselul at testing the target and follow-up diamond drilling 
was recommended. 

Tofino conducted a short program of mapping and a ground magnetometer survey Over the Jim 
area late in 1977, as described by Gutrath (1977~). The old workings were sampled, and massive 
magnetite mineralization, with pyrrhotite, pyrite and chalcopyrite was sampled and returned up to 1.66% 
Cu. The mag survey was too tide spaced to be very useful, and in-fill work was recommended, as wall 
as further geological mapping. 

During the period 1979 - 1982. Banqwest (the successo r of Tofino Mines), carried out soil and 
rock sampling plus ground mag Over a number of isolated grids on the property as detailed by Hawkins 
(1982). Soil samples were analysed for copper and arsenic only, but in 1964 were m-run for gold as 
described by Rayner (1984) and plotted on Figure 16. Rayner (1984) alsc postulated a volcanogenic 
massive sulfide origin for massive sulfide cccurrences in the Jim area, rather than the previously 
accepted skam model. In the mid-1980’s the April proparty lapsed. The western part of the old Apdl 
property, including the Jim-Haul road area, became Vikon International Resources Inc’s Phoenix 
property. 

Vikon completed a program of gridding, rock sampling, geological mapping and fotlowup 
trenching during 1987 (Sookccoff et al, 1987). Six different ‘showings’ are described, as watl as the 
Overlander vein (located on ground currently held by D. Rtppon, west of the Royal Aftuood properly). 
The showings are poorly referenced in terms of position on the ground. but appear to all be wtthin the 
Jim-Haul mad area. Vikon’s ‘Showing 1” corresponds to the Jim vmrkbtgs. Twenty-nine samples were 
collected by Vikon in this area, and values up to 1 .I g/t Au and 1.5% Cu returned from a 1 metre channel 
sample across a north trending sulfide zone in a new trench, perhaps within Attwwd vdcaniclastic rocks. 
A grab sample fmm the dump of Vikon “Showing 2”. west of the haul road (sampled as RA97-86R 8 - 

QtIR during this program. see Figure 6) returned 3.3 g/t Au. from a “sulfide rich quartz vein” on the dump 
of one of the wwkings. 
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Work by Vikon in 1988 on the Phoenix property consisted of soil sampling the NW-SE 1987 grid 
(Still legible in many places as of 1997). Samples were analysed for As, Ag, Cu. Pb. and Zn only and 
not for Au. A large multielement anomaly was defined to the west of the Jim in the Haul mad area 
(Swkochoff, 1988a). During 1991 and 1992 Vikon then completed a stream sediment sampling program 
on Skeff and May Creeks, using a portable suction dredge and sluice box to collect approximately 0.5 
cubic meter samples from each site (Burton, 1993). Analysis was done on both the coarse and fine 
fractions. Samples returning high gold in the fine fraction, without accompanying coarse gold ware felt to 
represent samples resulting from a weathering lode gold deposit, Two samples were mllected from May 
Creek and both showed high gold in the fine fraction, without aa=ompanying coarse gold. Three of the 
five samples collected from Skeff Creek showed similar results. Sampling completed in May Creek 
during the current program returned a significantly higher gold content in the coarse fraction than did 
Burton’s samples. For comparison. both sets of results are included on Figure 12 in this report. 

Two very minor, incomplete and inconclusive foflcw-up geochemical (soil and rock) sampling 
programs were completed on Vikon’s property in 1994 and 1995 (Zastavnikovich, 1994 and Burton, 
1995), and subsequently a large portion of the properly lapsad in 1998. This ground was then acquired 
by Donald Rippon during 1998 and 1997. and later optioned to Century Gold Corp. as the Royal Attwocd 
property. Vikon still hold’s claims west of the Century Gold’s property, west of the haul road and east of 
the Overlander vein, as well has continuing to hold the Trojan and Florence reverted crown grants north 
of Skeff Creek. 

The eastern portion of what had been held as the April claims by Tofino/Banqwest, induding the 
Wolfard. Buttercup, JC and Eagle Mountain areas was restaked by J. Carson as the Attwod, Add and 
Betts claims, also referred to as the April property, and optioned to Zephyr Resources ( which later 
beceme Mercantile Gold Corp.). Zephyr Resources completed a wide spaced gecchemical survey plus 
minor geophysics (VLF) over a portion of their claims in 1988, as described by Sookochoff (1988b) and 
Sookochoff et al (1988). Three areas of mineralization are described, the listwanite hosted Buttercup 
showings, the Wolfard ‘skam”, and quartz-sulfide veins in Ahwood volcanics east of Highway 3. soil 
samples wsre cdlected on 100 metre spaced rwthwest-southeast trending lines, with samples collected 
at 50 metre intervals. but apparently with analysis for only As, Ag, Cu, Pb, Zn and not for Au. As of 
1997, this grid is still locally recognisable in the bush. The most significant anomalous area defined by 
the soil survey was east of Highway 3, north of the powertine in an area covered by the current Eagle 
claim, in the vicinity of the old Buller-Alpha crown grants. About 290 metres NW of the Wolfard 
workings, an area of anomalous Ag-PbZn-As, 100 metres wide by 200 metres long, striking NW. was 
defined. Anomalous copper (plus As&) occured in soils from the Buttercup area. 

Two diamond drill holes were done in the Wolfard area as evidenced by core located near the 
Kate shaft (Figure 7), and a third hde was drilled west of the Buttercup (Figure 8). The core appears to 
all be of the same vintage, perhaps IO to 15 years old, and is in very poor condition. It is believed that 
this core was drilled by Mercentile Gold Corp. although results are unknown. In 1998 the claims were 
allowed to lapse, staked by D. Rippon (with the JC in the north being staked by J. Carson), and optioned 
to Century Gold Corp. as a portion of the Royal Athvood property. 

The Hardy Mountain area has again teen explored since at least the turn of the century, with 
work reported on the Buller CG (Minfile # 082ESE131) dating beck to 1901. The Minister Of Mines 
Annual Report for 1929 describes work on the nearby Alpha CG. as follows: 

NUWHOUSopencUtS~CQ@ZW&d in th0 fmgmmtay vdcanic rodul, cmt&%rg Mgregatimp m w33-6 d writs a-d 
c~~inasiliceaa~gue.euaanareadabout5M)f~eaqusre. onthewestofthiidiicohevthe~~are 
intruded by a dense dark-grey paphyy dvke aban 1W feel Wde. To the wst d the w  rntiiahrti end tilwd 
limastam-b& mr. &a caMrUng pyite. ch&cwfte, and spsuS d galem Am ssnple d vie 1-t Opa WI 
~nigthe~sssayed:GddO.OZ~;siher0.80~~,1.7%. Asar&fmss~cutazms2fMd~~ 
matter assayd Gdd bats: silver. 0.82 m/t cwpx 2.4%. The de?& is intemting and -mdeMlopmsnt. 

During the late 1960’s Granby had this area staked as part of the Hope-Wet-Eagle property (aNo 
called the Buller property in the Minister of Mines Annual RepMt for 1989). Geological mapping and a 
magnetometer survey was completed over the claims in 1969, and IP done over the Wet and Eagle 
Gtfds in 1970 @odds, et al. 1970). Two zones of high chargeability and low resistivity were defined on 
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the Wet Grid, in areas with no rock exposure, and five drill holes were recommended to test these zones. 
however it does not appear that this drill testing was completed. A third zone is described by Dodds et al 
(1970) as being “complex, and pa#y associated with sulfii cutcmps. soma containing aconomic 
mioeralization. A mom precise -/ation between the gaclogy and the survey lines has been 
racommendad, and three drill holes have been tentaiively spotted.” 

As described above, this area was also covered by Zephyr Resources April properly, and a 
significant area of anomalous arsenic-lead-zinc-copper-silver was defined north of the powerline 
(Sookochoff. 1988). which does not appear to have had follcw-up work done. Then? does not appear to 
have been any wrk done in this area between 1988 and staking in 1997 by D. Rippon. This is a 
geologically complicated area, with rocks of both the Permian Athvocd Group and the Triassic Brooklyn 
Formation occurring, cut by a Tertiary detachment fault (the Eagle Mountain fault). and warrants further 
exploration. 

During 1997 Century Gold Corp. acquired the Royal Attwood property. A summary report Was 
prepared by Kalnins et al (1997) and the work program described in this report was subsequently 
completed. 
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2.4 Summarv of Work Done. Julv - November. 1997 

A total of 982 kilometres of flagged grid was established during the period July - October. 1997. 
Grid lines were run north-south at 100 m&e intervals, with stations marked every 25 metres along lines. 
The grid was completed in stages. The southern (Royal Athvwd 1) grid was completed first, with north- 

south lines run off the 33,OOON baseline. A second east-west baseline was then ccmpleted at 34,OOON, 
and grid lines run north from this line (the Royal Attwood 2 grid). Several additional east-west tie-lines 
vvara alsc wmpietad. After initial gaochemical results had been received from these grids, infill easi- 
west lines were added in areas of interest in the southern grid and the Royal Athrvood 2 grid was 
extended to the west. When final results v#re compiled and ground follow-up completed, further infill 
gridding and sampling was done in specific areas. In addition, an additional area of interest was 
identified north of the Royal Attvnwd 2 grid, and 5.5 kilomatres of picket, blaze and flag grfd was 
established in this area (the Buttercup grid). North-south lines were spaced at 50 metre intervals on the 
Buttercup grid. with stations established every 25 metres along lines. 

A total of 3,853 soil samples m collected from the property during July - November, 1997. Soil 
samples were delivered to Chemex Labs in North Vancouver for preparation and analysis. Initial soils 
ware analysed for Au (30 gm Fire Assay, AA finish) and for 32 element ICP. Upon compilation of these 
results, it was decided to run additional samples for Au only. Pulps and rejects of soil samples have 
been retained should analysts for further elements be desired. A total of 1,692 sampfes - anafysed 
for Au + 32 element ICP, while 2.161 samples were analysed for Au only. Data was received from the 
lab in digital spreadsheet format to allow easy input into mapping software for plotting purposes. 

A ground magnetometer survey was wmpleted over the Royal Attwood 1 grid in July and August 
of 1997. A total of 49.6 line kilometres of survey was cornpIe@! using a hand held Geometries Proton 
Magnetometer Model 8161824. Three readings were wile&ad from each station, and readings averaged 
and manually recorded into field books. Base station readings were wllected every four hours to allow 
for correction of diurnal variations. and wrrected average values were then manually entered into 
spreadsheet format for plotting using mapping software. 

Gridding. soil sampling and magnetometer surveys on the Royal Attwwd 1 and 2 grids were 
done under contract to K. Anwhetz of Rock Creek. B.C. Persons employed by Anschek to complete 
this work included T. Brooks. D. Kellerman, 0. Klump. D. Pazdzierski, D. Reid, B. Smith, and C. Unmu. 
all of Rock Creek. Field supervision was by K. Anwhetz of Rock Creek (and for the final phase of 6eld 
v.ork, by L. Caron of Rock Creek), with overall program supervision and general direction by D. Rippon 
and K. Schindler, both of Vanwuver. B.C. Sampling and grid %ork on the Buttercup grid was by J. 
Kemp of Grand Forks, with field supervision by L. Caron, and again, overall program supervision by D. 
Rippon and K Schindler. 

Twenty-five 0.5 cubic metre samples were collected from May Creak, at 100 metre intervals up 
the creek. Samples were wllected from the stream bed using a portabie suction dredge and sluice box 
arrangement, by F. Larouche of Princeton, B.C. Concentrates were delivered to Chamex Labs where 
both the fine and coarse fraction was analysed for gold by a 39 gram, Fire Assay AA finish technique. 

Ground follow-up to areas of anomalous gold in soils was completed by L. Caron, during the 
period October 7 to November 3,1997. Detailed geological mapping and reek sampling was completed 
in areas of interest, also by L. Caron. A total of 90 rock samples were collected and delivered to 
Chemex Labs in North Vancouver for preparation and analysis. Analysis was for Au (30 gram Fire 
Assay, AA finish) and 32 element ICP. 
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3.0 GEOLOGY AND MlNERALtZATlON 

3.1 Reoional Geolow. Structure and Metallocqenv 

Geology and Structure 

The Greenwood area has been mapped on a regional basis by Fyles (1990). and prior to this, by 
Little (1983) and Church (1988). The distribution of rocks in the Greenwood area is controtled by a series 
of faults, including both Jurassic thrust faults and Tertiary extensional (and detachment) faults hence an 
understanding of the structure of the area is critical to understanding the geotogy. The reader is referred 
to Fyles (1990) for an in-depth description of the regional geology and structure. 

Fyles’ mapping shows the pm-Tertiary rocks form a series of thrust slices, which lie above a 
basement high grade metamorphic complex. The thrusting event is felt to be an effect of the 
development of the Okanagan gneiss domes, which also results in the regional northward dip of mck 
units (Fyles, 1990). A total of at least five thrust slices are recognised. all dipping gently to the north. 
and marked in many places by bodies of serpentine. Fyles’ interprets these serpentinite bodies as 
representing part of a disrupted ophiolite suite, belonging to the Knob Hill Group of late Paleozoic age. 
Commonly, these serpentinite bodies have undergone Fe-carbonate alteration to listwanite. as a result of 
the thrusting event. 

The oldest rocks in the camp belong to the late Paleozic Knob Hill Group of dominantly volcanic 
affinity, and consist mainly of chert. greenstone and related intrusives, and serpentine. Unconformably 
overlying these rocks are sediments and volcanics (largely argillite, siltstone. limestone and andesite) of 
the late Paleozoic Athvoorf Group. Rocks of the Knob Hill and Attwood Groups are in turn 
unconformably overlain by the Triassic Brooklyn Formation, represented largely by limestone, elastic 
sadiments and pyrodastics. In many cases in the Greenwood area, evidence for thrusting is seen by the 
older Knob Hill Group rocks resting over the younger Attwood Group or Brooklyn Formation rocks. The 
historically important skam deposits in the Greenwood area (i.e. Phoenix, Oro Denom, Motherlode 
Greyhound) area hosted within the Trtassic rocks. 

Three separate intrusive events are known regionally to cut the above sequence, the Jurassic 
aged Lexington porphyry. the Cretaceous Nelson intrusives, and the Eocene Colyell dykes and stocks. 

Tertiary sediments and volcanics unconformably overly the dder rocks with the distribution Of 
these Tertiary reeks largely controlled by series faults. Regionally, three Tertiary fault sets are 
recognised. an early gently east dipping set, a second set of low angle wst dipping, listric normal 
detachment type faults, and a late, steep dipping. north to northeast trending set of right lateral or West 
side down normal faults (Fyles, 1990). Detailed property mapping, both on the Royal Ahwood property 
and elsewhere in the camp, shows that in many cases the regionally mapped Tertiary detachment and 
steep late north trending faults are accompanied by a series of less significant sympethetic faults, with 
lesser amounts of offset than the regionally mapped structure (ie. the Snowshoe fault near Phoenix has 
at least 3 parallel sympathetic faults located in a 150 metre section in the hanging wall of the fault, with 
offsets of in the order of 100 metres on each of the sympathetic faults, compared to an offset on the 
Snowshoe fault of one or more kilometres). 
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Metallogeny 

Peatfield (1978) and Church (1936 1997) describe the metallogeny of the Greenwood area, as 
summarized below. The area supports a wide range of deposit types including: 

1, Precious metal vein deposits 
1.1 Intrusion related or structurally controlled precious metal vein deposits 

(ie.Providence, Jewel) 
1.2 Precious metal li&anite or serpentine hosted veins (ie. AthefstanJackpct, Lexington, 

Winnipeg-Golden Crovvn) 
1.3 Tertiary epitherrnai and structurally controlled veins or massive sulfide zones 

(ie. Tam O’Shanter. Rainbow- Crown-Hartford area. San Jacinto - Marshall, Summit) 
2. Ska;.;eposits (related to Cretaceous intrusions) 

Triassic hosted copper (+I- gold) skam deposits (ie. Phoenix, Om Denoro, Mothertode) 
2.2 
2.3 

Triassic hosted iron (+/- gold) skam deposits (ie. Emma) 

2.4 
Triassic hosted zinc skam deposits (ie. Cyclops. Rathmullen) 
Permian hosted skam deposits (ie. Jewel Creek, Kimberfy Camp) 

3. Triassic precious metal enriched stratigraphically controlled massive sulfides (ie. Sylvester K) 
4. Permian volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits - Lamefoot type (ie. Croesus, Keno Extension, 

Keystone) 

65: 
Porphyry type copper (ie. Buckhom) or copper-gold (Lexington) deposits. 
Magmatic copper deposits (ie. Sappho) 

While there is good potential to discover new occurrences of any of these deposit types, the 
Permian volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits - Lamefwt type remains the most unexplored. This 
type of deposit is hosted in Athvood Group rocks. Lenses of massive pyrrhotite and pyrfte (with lesser 
chalcopynte) are known to occur in silicic volcaniclastics or cherty exhalative rocks within the Attwood 
Group in the Greermood Camp (Iron Clad, Buttercup, Keno Extension. Keystone) while several 
wcurrerrces of massive pyrrhotite and pyrite at the contact of these vofcaniclastics with overlying 
limestone are known (Jim, Cmesus. Sunnyside). The critical horizon for mineralization south of the 
border is a similar volcaniclastic/limstone contact, and exploration in Greenwwd should pay particular 
attention to this contact. The presence of aurtferous quartz-sulfide or sulfide veinlets in the foot&l of 
this style of deposit may be an exploration tool. Any occurrences of aurtferous veining in Attwood silicic 
volcanic% particularly in the vicinity of a limestone contact. should be thoroughly explored. A late stage 
epigenetic event is thought to have deposited at least some of the gofd at Lamefwt, with a possible 
Jurassic age to mineralization. In the Greenwood area, the Jurassic period is marked by thrust faulting, 
and by the intrusion of Lexington type quartz-feldspar porphyry It may be important to be near a 
Jurassic thrust fault in order to have gold in earlier massive sultides. During the course of this v%ork 
program, two areas which are prospective for a Lamefoot-type deposit were identified, the Buttercup 
area in the northern portion of the property, and the Jim-haul road-Cverlander vein area in the western 
part of the claim block. Both these areas are proximal to a Jurassic thrust, with the Buttercup showings 
sitting immediately below the Lind Creek thrust. and the Jim area sitting a short distance above the Mt. 
AMrvood fault. Both these areas are described in detail below, but it is interesting to note that at least for 
the Jim area, previous workers have classified this as a &am deposit. presumably because of the 
presence of nearby limestone, although very little skamification can be seen. 

With regards to skam type mineralization, exploration in the camp has been traditionally targeted 
copper (and more recently gdd) skam mineralization in Brooklyn limestone and sharpstone. There has 
been little exploration for mafic volcanic hosted copper(+gold) skams (ie. QR, Ingerbeile type). One 
example of such mineralization is the Wolfard area on the Royal Atbvwd property. It is important to 
recognize that in a classic copper skam there is no correlation wn gold and copper; the capper 
typically occurs very proximal to the intrusion while gofd is more distal, harvever in a rnaflc vdcanic 
hosted coppergold skam. gold and copper have a strong correlation. Alteration and mineralization are 
unimpressive in appearance and occurrences of this type may have been overlooked and underexplored 
in the past, as appears to be the case with the Wolfard. 



e 3.2 Pro 

The Royal Athvwd property is located on the east slopes of Mount Attwod and Mt. Wright 
covering the Skeff. May and Gibbs Creek valleys and the heights of land betwen the creeks. The 
Structure of the property is complex, but critical to the Understanding of the geology and mineralization 
on the property. The general geology of the property is showm on Figure 4, compiled from mapping 
completed during this program, combined with regimal mapping by Fyles (1990). More detailed property 
scale geology is ir&ded as Figures 5 and 5. Geological mapping was done late in the year, and areas 
of high gdd in soils wera targeted as priority areas for mapping and sampling. In addition. at attempt 
was made to visit areas where workings were reported in the literature or by grid and soil crews, and to 
identify areas of favourable geology for further follow-up. Mapping coverage of the property is thus 
spotty and further infill mapping should be completed in the future. Digital TRIM maps were used as a 
base for plotting maps, and in some cases the position of roads is somewhat inaccurate. Geology and 
sample locations are plotted relative to the grid and some local disrxepanices may be noted in the field 
regarding road position. 

The northern portion of the property is situated above the Mt. Athvood fault. within Fyles’ fourth 
thrust slice, the central part between the Mt. Wright and Mt. Attwood faults, in the third thrust slice, and 
the most southern portion of the properly in the footwall of the Mt. Wright fault, in the second thrust slice. 
The thrust faults can ba defined by exposures of serpentine or listwanite. Where the Mt. Attwucd fault 
passes thmugh the properly, the position of the fault is fixed by the presence of Permian Attwwd Group 
sediments and vdcanics sitting statigraphicaliy above younger Triassic Brooklyn volcanics. In the very 
northern portion of the property serpentine and liswanite which mark the Lind Creek fault are exposed. 
The Lind Creek faut has particularly extensive serpentinite development which can be the host to 
mineralization both on the property and on nearby or adjoining claims (the Winnipeg-Golden Crown and 
Athelstan-Jackpot properties). East of Highway 3. on Eagle Mountain, the low angle r!orth dipping Eagle 
Mountain fault represents an Eocene detachment type fault, separating Brooklyn limestone and volcanics 
to the south from older Permian Attwwd group rocks and from Brooklyn volcanics north of the fault. The 
steep, north-south trending Tertiary aged July Creek fault occurs west of the highwy and represents the 
youngest fault movement on the properly. Fyles (IggO) described horizontal offset on the July Creek 
fault of 3 km. with I& lateral movement on the fault. 

The oldest mcks exposed on the pmparty belong to the Permian Knob Hill Group, and cansist of 
serpentine and listwanite. diorite and metamorphic rocks. Exposures of diorite and Knob Hill 
metamorphic rocks ara restricted to the extreme southem portion of the property, below the Mount 
Wright fault. Serpentine is tectonically emplaced along faults. and may be either massive or strongly 
foliated Locally this serpentine is altered to a characteristic orange-brown weathering listwanite. 
Jurassic aged thrust faults are commonly marked by large exposures of serpentine, although late 
Tertiary faults may also have serpentine emplaced along them. particularly when? they cut older faults. 

Permian Atlwod Group rocks occur in a number of areas of the property, in the hanging wall to 
the Mount Wright fault in the south. west of the July Creek fault between the Mount Attwood and Lind 
Creek faults in the northwst portion of the property, and above the Eagle Mountain detachment fault in 
the northeast. The Attwod Group rocks consist of fine grained tuffaceous volcanic% which Commonly 
show mottled green-white chlorite-sertcite alteration, and locally may be very sulfidic, with disseminated 
and veinlets of pyrite and pyrrhotite. They may be finely flow banded. locally are very siliceous and may 
exhibit exhalative type textures. Minor charl occurs within the volcanic package. Overlying the 
volcanics are massive to locally well bedded, grey to white limestones and sediments. The occum%ce 
of gold-bearing rnassjve sulfide/oxide mineralization at a limestone-volcanic contact within Attwood 
Group rocks south of the border (ie. Lamefoo$ Overlook) makes this an attractive exploration vt. The 
Attwuod rocks are typically under explored In the Greenwood camp, since historically exploration has 
been driven by a Phoenix copper skam model, and has targeted Triassic Brooklyn Formation rocks. 
Massive sulfide lenses within the Atlwood volcanics (Iron Clad, BUttercup shwuings) further suppod a 
favourable VMS environment. and the Jim and Haul road area showings which occur at the limestone 
volcanic contact are prime candidates for further exploration. In addiiion gold bearing veins within the 
volcanic rocks, such as the Overlander located just west of Jim-haul road area, support a Lamefoot 
model. with auriferous veins fcotwall to the massive sulfide/oxide zones. 
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Rocks of the Triassic Brooklyn Formation underlay the majority of the property, consisting of a 
sequence of fine grained tuffaceous volcanics and related microdiorite. limestone, and sediments. The 
volcanic rooks are typically chloritic altered greenstones, with fine feldspar phyric textures. Commonly 
they are carbonate aitered, especially in the vicinity of the Wolfard workings. Greenstones grade into 
massive fine gmined, equigtanular to weakly feldspar porphyritic microdiorite. Locally very fine grained, 
sulfidic, ?.iliceous tuff was noted, which appears to be within a large area of Brooklyn rocks. although 
bears marked similarities to volcanics in the Athvcod Group, and may in fact be part of this unit. 
Limestone is massive to well bedded, and white to grey in colour. Locally it is dark grey and 
carbonaceous. Minor calcareous sandstone is included within the limestone sequence. The occurrence 
of sediments and of the Brooklyn Formation is limited on the property, axlsisting of tuffaceous sandstone 
and siltstone and minor cherl breccia (sharpstone conglomerate) generally south or west of the Wolfard 
area 

The above sequence of rocks is cul by fine to medium grained granodiodte to quark diodte 
intrusives of the Crataceous Nelsnn Plutonic Suite in the Wdfard and Buttercup areas. Numerous fresh 
looking. dark grey Tertiary dykes occur throughout the property, bti especially in the vicinity of the West 
Kootenay powerline. These dykes are fine gained and porphyritic with phenocrysts of plagioclase (+I- 
biotite and homMende). Typically they are strongly magnetic. 

Further detail regarding specific areas of anomalous soil geochemistry is given in Section 4.1 of 
this report. 

Wolfard Area (Fiaure 7) 

The detailed gaolog/ of the Wolfard area is shown in Figure 7. The presence of mafic volcanic 
hosted copper-gold skam mineralization in this area and the strong gold geochem anomalies (to IOBO 
ppb Au) distal to known mineralization make this an excellent exploration target. In addition, the possible 
continuity bztwaen the geochem anomalies here with those to the west (Area E), suggest the potential for 
developing a sizable deposit. Previous percussion and diamond drilling tested only the very proximal 
skam zone. near the Kate shatI. The results of the IQ89 diamond drilling are not known. however 1977 
percussion drill holes were analysed for copper only, and achieved a maximum depth cif only 80 feet, 
due to difficulties in the drilling. lnfill grid lines were established at 50 metre intervals for more detailed 
geochem coverage and to provide better control for geological mapping. Unfortunately the accuracy of 
the grid is poor in places. 

Chltite and carbonate altered greenstone occurs throughout the area, intruded by an irregular 
shaped Cretaceous granodiodte intrusion. Skarn alteration is associated with the intrusive contact. and 
the intrusive itself may contain disseminated chalcopyrite. In general the volcanics are unimpressive, 
fine grained, snft. feldspar phyric greenstones, grading into slightly coarser grainad microdiorite to the 
north. Locally they are siliceous and finely banded. Numerous old pits. adits, and shafts expose rusty. 
pyrite. siliceous skam near the intrusive contact, and values to 980 ppb Au and >I% Cu were returned 
from samples collected from dumps of workings in this area. Very local garnet, pyroxene, magnetite and 
epidote is noted in the skam, although this is not common. A number of fault zones expose oxidized, 
pyritic clay altered volcanics and rusty gouge. 

In the southeast and central portions of the Wolfard area a minor band of massive grey to white 
limestone is exposed, both north and scuth of the intrusive, as well as several exposures of cheri breccia 
(shamstone conglomerate). Contacts batween the shamstone, limestone and volcanics are north to 
i~orthivest trending. 

A strongly magnetic. fresh looting, dark grey to brown Tertiary dyke cuts older rocks in the north- 
central Dart of the area. strikina rouahlv north-south. 

‘Several fault&were r&&d, dominantly northeast trending, with moderate to steep dips. 
Sulfide mineralization appaars to be at least partially controlled by these northeast trending structures. A 
number of east-nest trending sharp gullies may represent east-w faulting, with right lateral offset 
noted on one such structure in the southern area. 
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Buttercup Area (Fisure 81 

A very large number of old workings occur in the northern part of the property, on the JC claim, 
in the area which covers the old Buttercup crown grant. Sookochoff et al. (1988) references a sample 
which returned 0.42 ox0 Au from this area. Very sulfidic Ahwood Group votcanics, prospective for a 
Lamefoot type VMS model are exposed, and, in addition, the intersection of the Lind Creek and July 
Creek faults (both of which are potentially important controls of gold mineralization) ccurrs here. Finally 
the Cask? proximity to the Jackpot workings, where significant gold mineralization occurs in veins and 
massive sulfide tenses within listwanites related to the Lind Creek fault. added to the reasons for 
completing a detailed investigation of this area, A picket, flag and blaze grid was established for 
mapping control and for collection of soil samples, with north-south lines spaced 50 m&es apart, and 
with stations at 25 metre intervals. Detailed mapping was done as shown on Figure 8. 

Serpentine is common in the extreme northern portion of the grid where a large east-west 
trending, gently north dipping body is expceed (marking the position of the Lind Creek thrust fault), 
About 150 metres west of the northwest wmer of the grid, the Jackpot &ngs are hosted within this 
same body of serpentine. The serpentine is dark green to black in cotour, may be massive or strongly 
foliated and is highly magnetic. Locally it is altered to a non-magnetic, characteristic orange-brown 
weathering, highly foliated listwanite. A second east-west trending zone of serpentine occurs in the 
central portion of the grid, intruded by an east-west trending granodiorite dyke, as well as very small 
parallel serpentine zone in the very southern portion of the grid. An abrupt change in slope occurs at 
about L6+00E, east of which the ground slopes very steeply east and outcrop is limited. A north trending 
band of serpentine seems to parallel this break in slope and is believed to represent the position of the 
north trending July Creek fault. East of the fault rocks consist of Brooklyn greenstone and micmdiorite 
and of Cretaceous intrusives. Numerous old workings have been dug on shallow north dipping fault 
zones and quartz veins within the serpentine, particularly in the northern portion of the grid. A maximum 
of 8400 ppb Au (with anomalous Ag, As, Pb and Zn) was returned from a quartz vein located at about 
L6+OOE, 9cOON. A quartz vein in a shallow north dipping ?&ucture. just west of the grid on the Jackpot 
claim is anomalous in gold, and may in fact represent the western continuation of this same structure. In 
the southern portion of the Buttercup grid, a similar shallow north dipping fault zone. several feet thick, is 
exposed in a number of old workings, and returned consistently elevated gold and copper values, to 300 
ppb Au and 3760 ppm Cu. 

The v.estem portion of the grid area appears to be underlain by a large Cretaceous granodiorite 
intrusive. Outcrcp of this unit is wmmon in the south, but in heavily forested and till covered areas of 
low relief to the west, exposure is limited to a few old workings. The presence of serpentine in drill core 
located on L3+50E may indicate that some of this area of heavy forest cover is in fact underlain by 
serpentine, rather than by intrusive rocks. 

The core area of the grid is underlain by very fine grained Ath%ood group tuffaceous VdcMcs. 
Commonly these volranics display mottled green-white chlorite-sericite alteration, but locally are 
extremely siliceous. They may be finely banded and may have exhalitive type textures. Frequently 
they are very sulfidic. with rusty weathered surfaces and with disseminated and veinlets of p@Otite and 
pyrite. Locally massive lenses or bands of massive pyrrhotiie and pyrite, with minor chalwpyrite, Occurs. 
Numerous workings have been dug on the vdcanics in more sulfidic areas, exposing fault zones, 

massive sulfide lenses and quartz veining. The Iron Clad vmrkings, north of the grid area appear to be 
in similar sulfidic volcanics east of the July Creek fault. Two exposures of ched wire noted, which seem 
to be within the AMood sequence, and in addition Gutrath (1977a) notes an outcrop of chedy rhyolite in 
Skeff Creek. southwest of the Buttercup area. Results from numerous samples wllected from massive 
sulfide pods or lenses within sulfidic Attwood volcanics. or from these very suhidic volcanics, retUrned 
disappointingly low gold values although copper values were wnsi&antly anomalous. 
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4.0 SOIL, SILT and ROCK SAMPLING 

4.1 Soil Sampling 

A total of 98.2 kilometres of flagged grid was established during the period July - October, 1997. 
Grfd lines were run north-south at 100 metre intervals, with stations marked every 25 metres along lines. 
The grid was completed in stages. The southern (Royal Attwxd 1) grid was completed first, with north- 

south lines run off the 3366ON baseline. A second east-west baseline was then completed at 34,006N. 
and grid lines run north from this line (the Royal Attwood 2 grid), Several additional east-west tie-lines 
ware also completed. After initial gecchemical results had been received from these grids. infill east- 
west lines were added in areas of interest in the southern grid and the Royal Attwood 2 grid was 
extended to the west. When final results were compiled and ground foilowup completed, further infrll 
gridding and sampling was done in specific areas. In addition, an additional area of interest was 
identified north of the Royal Attwood 2 grid, and 5.5 kilometres of picket, blaze and flag grtd was 
established in this area (the 6uttercup Grid). North-south lines were spaced at 50 metre intervals on the 
Buttercup grid. tih stattons established every 25 metres along lines. Figure 3 shows the location and 
relationship of the grids established during this work program, was well as the position on the 1984 
Banqvest grid, for which gold soil values are available. Several discrepancies were noted in the field 
between eashvest cross lines which were completed later than the original north-south lines and their 
position is less accurately plotted. 

A total of 3,853 soil samples ware collected and ddivered to Chemex Labs in North Vancouver 
for preparation and analysis. Initial soils were analysed for Au (30 gm Fire Assay, AA finish) and for 32 
element ICP. Upon compilation of these results, it was decided to run additional samples for Au only. 
Pulps and rejects of soil samples have been retained should analysis for further elements be desired. 
1,692 samples were analysed for Au + 32 element ICP, while 2,161 samples were analysed for Au only. 
Data was received from the lab in digital spreadsheet format to allow easy input into mapping software 
for plotting purposes. Analytical results are included in Appendix 1, and gold values plotted on Figure 9 
(South Sheet), Figure IO (North Sheet) and Figure 11 (Buttercup grid). Results of gold in soils from the 
1984 Sanqwst grid are also included on Figure 10. For reference and discussion purposes, areas of 
anomalous gold which have been ground checked are identified by a letter code. as indicated on the soil 
map and on the associated geology map. 

South Sheet (Fiaura 91: 

In general the southern portion of the grid, as shown on Figure 5 (Geology, Rock Sample 
Locations and Resub), is covered by heavy forest and, except for the open ridge running northwest, 
north of May Creek, outcrop is limited. The May Creek and July Creek valleys are tilled with a thick layer 
of glacial till, up to several hundred feet thick in the south eastern porticn of the grid. near the confluence 
of May and July Creeks. Elsewhere on the grid, local eskers were noted, but generally till was felt to be 
minimal and bedrock relatively close to surface 

Gdd values in soils are plotted on Figure 9. The background level appears slightly higher in the 
eastem part of the grid, 1 O-20 ppb Au, compared to a background of 5 ppb or <5 ppb to the west. This is 
explained by a higher background level in areas underlain by Brooklyn limestone, as opposed to 
vdcanics. and a higher background level in the volcanics where soil devdopment is minimal (ie. the 
open ridge north of May Creek). Areas of anomalous gold which have been ground checked are 
indicated by a letter code on Figure 9 and discussed in detail below. In general rock exposure is limited 
in areas of anomalous soils and no source has been identified to account for any of these ancmalous 
areas. Several of the anomalies are suspect due to the presence of local eskera. and may be of glaCiat 
origin. No follow-up was done to anomalous results in the May or July Creek valleys due to the high 
likelihood of anomalies derived from till in these areas. Nurrwous single station anoinafies in the 
western portion of the grid remain to be followed up. In particular, the area near 29.500E, 33,560N. in 
the vicinity of the fork in the stream drainage should be visited. Several anomalous soil values wcur in 
this area, along with a broad magnetic anomaly, in an area which appears to be at least regionally 
underlain by Brooklyn limestone. 
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Thirty-bw element ICP analysis was done on the samples collected from this grid, however there 
were no significant anomalies in elements other than gold, and no other results are plotted 

Area I: This is an area of open forest, with a reasonable amount of outcrop or subcrop, at least 
inViCinity of the anomalous soils. Six soil samples returned values of >I00 ppb Au fmm an area 
m?aSUring 100 metE3 x 150 metres, with a maximum of 805 ppb. The contact between Brooklyn 
hEStOne and volcanics or microdiorite occurs here, and although no mineralization was seen, sevaral 
shallow very old pits indicate previous interest in this area. Access is relatively good, although the road 
is not presently in driveable condition, and trenching would be a viable method for follow-up of this area. 

&& Several pits and diggings of various ages have been dug in a recently logged area along 
the May Creek-powsrline road, as well as several test pits presumably for placer exploration. Gold 
values in this area are elevated. although not highly anomalous, while anomalous values to the south 
and east are underlain by thick gladal till. This area appears to be predominantly underlain by Brwktyn 
volcanic% with minor limestone and limestone breccia. One reek samples collected from a working in 
;hmah?a ware slightly elevated in copper, although not in gdd, and ho further work is recommended 

Areas K and L: Both these areas are located close to the May Creek-powerline road, in areas of 
moderately thick to relatively open forest. Numerous single station anomalous samples occur. in the 108 
to 880 ppb Au range. over an area of about 400 metres square. Minor outcrop of Brooklyn limestone 
was noted and bedrock is generally felt to ba fairly near surface, however a significant esker running 
southeast. nearly paralleling the road in places, may be the cause of the anomalous gold values. 
Several test pits are proposed to dig to depth at several of the higher anomalous stations (ie. 440 ppb, 
235 ppb) to see if these sites are undedain by till, or whether good soil horizons are developed. A two 
station anomaly on line 28,200E (515 and 870 ppb Au) is intriguing in that it oo~rs in a small (Wm x 
120m) alder ‘clearing’ in heavy fir and larch for&. The marked contrast in vegetation, combined wtth 
the 2 station anomaly. makes followup of this area worthwhile. Initially it is recommended that infill grid 
lines be established at 25 metre intervals. and soil samples collected along these lines. Ground EM 
might be useful in further defining targets, but uttimately drilling will be necessary to test this target. 
should the follow-up soils warrant this. There is no road access to the area at present. 

Area M: Numerous soil samples returned >I00 ppb Au (to a maximum of 495 ppb) with 
intermediate stations in the 40-100 ppb Au range, in the vicinity of L27,QCOE and t28,OOOE near 
33,OOON. This area appears largety underlain by till and is considered a low pnonty for follow-up. 

&&g Several single stations +I00 ppb gold anomalies in a broad area. with higher than 
average background level, and with numerous elevated values in the 40-I 00 ppb range. This area is 
situated on an open grassy northwest trending ridge, located north of May Creek. The ridge is undertain 
by Brooklyn microdiorite and volcanics, cut by strongly magnetic Tertiary dykes, and by several narrow 
mesothermal type quartz veins. These veins may have old workings on them and return wkty 
elevated gold and arsenic values. The known veins do not appear to be the scurce of the gold in soils, 
although further prospacting may identify additional areas of interest. Further follow-up should start with 
detailed prospecting. lnfill soil sampling should be done in very specific areas to further define existing 
soil anomalies 

North Sheet fFiaure IOL 

The geology of the northern portion of the grid is show in Figure 6, with gold soil results plotted 
on Figure 10. Generally, the area is covered by heavy forest, Low and modarate sloping areas typically 
have limited outcrop, although depth of overburden is not felt to be excessive. Outcrop is more 
prevalent on steeper slopes. As with May Creek, the Skeff Creak valley is tilled with a thick layer of 
glacial till. Apart fmm the Skeff and July Creek valleys, till cover was not noted elsewhere in this portion 
of the property. 
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Samples were analysed for gold only, with a background level of IO-20 ppb Au. Values >I00 
ppb gold are considered significantly anomalous. As above, areas of anomalous gold which have been 
ground checked are indicated by a letter code on Figure IO. 

&& Area A is located just south of the powerline. and just east of the road afler it cmsses 
under the powartine. This is a very steep east facing slope, with some outcrop. Rocks seen are 
Brooklyn limestone in contact with limey sandstone to fine conglomerate, and intruded by a Tertiary 
dyke. The original anomaly consisted of a 980 ppb Au and a 245 ppb Au on L 28,490E. with numerous 
other highs on parallel lines downhill. Lines 28.500E and 28,800E. uphill to the west, were not 
anomalous at all, so a source is assumed between L 28.400E and 28,5DOE. East-west close spaced infill 
lines ware run east-west up the hill, at 25 metre intervals, wtth samples collected every 10 metres. as 
shown on Figure 10. Several more highly anomalous samples (to 895 ppb Au) were returned. The 
anomaly seems to be originating from the contact of the Tertiary dyke with the dder limestone and 
sediments. Some pervasive silictfication was noted in the dder sediments, as well as quartz vein float 
and areas of brewiation. A moderately west dipping, north-south trending fault was also noted in 
outcrop. Fwr rock samples were collected fmm this area, none of which returned anomalous base or 
precious metal values. Further gmund followup should be done to check these infill results. followed by 
diamond drilling. Mechanized trenching is precluded due to the steep topography, however the area 
could be successfully drilled by collaring on the powerline road to the west. in the Tertiary dyke, and 
drilling east directed holes to test the contact zone. 

m This was a fairly weak anomaly, consisting of two 100 ppb Au results, 50 metres apart, 
on L29,OOOE. The area is moderate to heavily forested and located south of the powertine and south of 
the access road. It is low to moderately sloping with minimal outcrop, although steeper slopes do show 
limestone, limey sediments and a Tertiary dyke, similar to that seen at Area A. Several very old pls 
occur in this area, although no mineralization was noted Because of some concam about the quality of 
the original sample collection method at these sites, the anomalous samples were resampted. with 
comparison results indicated below: 

original result m-sample result 
29,QOOE. 34,275N 115ppbAu 65 ppb Au 
29,QOOE, 34,300N 35 ppb Au 15 ppb Au 
29,909E, 34,325N 110 ppb Au 25 ppb Au 

Although this was a weak anomaly, it is disturbing that there was not better correlation t&ween results of 
original and retake samples. This may be a result of poor sample collection at these sites. Considerable 
ground checking \NBS done and this concern appears to be specific to this area. Quality of sample 
collection elsewhere on the grid appeared adequate. Nonetheless, caution should be exercised in doing 
follov-up to areas of weak gold anomalies. No further work is recommended at Area B. 

m Area C is wntred under the West Kwtenay powerline and cleared right-of-way. and 
extends north and south of the pMNenine into moderately heavy forest. There is good outcrop in the 
cleared areas. less in the forest. This is a strong, well defined anomaly, measuring about 200 x 209 
metros (with a background level core zone), on which infill gridding and sampling has been done on 25 
metre lines. The anomalous area occurs in altered Brooklyn microdiortte or fragmental greenstcrre, WI 
by a strongly magnetic Tertiary dyke (which represents the barren core of the anomaly). Several pieceS 
of rusty, pyrtttc. brewiated, intensely argillic and serictte altered rock ware noted, with anomalouS !UJ (to 
125 ppb), Ag, As, and Cu (to 500 ppm). These samples have a similar geochemical signature to 
samples collected from the Wolfard area, where vdwnic hosted skam mineralization occurs in a similar 
host. Granby’s 1989 IP survey showed a chargeability high in this area (Zone 2. Dodds et al, 1970) as 
shown on Figure 6. This anomaly may be related to graphitic limestone, but because of the coincident 
soil anomaly, should be fotl& up with further work. This area could be well tested by backhoe 
trenching, without significant timber disturbance, and follow-up is stmngly recommended. 

&&I An area of anomalous gold occurs south of the Skeff Creak valley, at the break in slope 
before the ground drops off sharply to the north. This area is well accessed by the powertine road. The 
Skeff Creek valley is filled by a thick layer of glacial till, and an asker following the powerline road east of 
hera adds to the possibility of glacial contamination. Outcrop is however fairly near surface in the 
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vicinity of the anomalous soil stations, and the strength of the anomaly (to 1160 ppb Au), combined with 
the abundant float of quartz+cefestite(?) vein float in listwanita. however, makes this target worth follow- 
up teSting. In addition, it is situated near the assumed position of the north-south striking July Creek 
fault, which may bf? a control of mineralization. The area wutd ba backhoe trenched without significant 
disturbance, and follow-up work is recommended. 

&&I Banqwest outlined a large area of anomalous gold in soils west of the Wolfard zone, and 
east of the Jim (Rayner, 1984). These results are induded on Figure 10. An extension to the Royal 
Att%ood grid was done to better define the position of this anomaly, since the Barqwest grid is difficult to 
impossible to locate in the field. The accuracy of plotting of the north-south 1997 lines is thus much 
better than that of earlier east-west lines. A strong northeast trending zone of anomalous gold was 
defined in the north-west portion of the infill grfd. maasurfng approximately 200 x 150 metras, and open 
to the northeast and wuthuuest. The anomaly appears to be located east of the projected July Creek 
fault, underlain by Brooklyn sediments and volcanics and by a large Cretacaous intrusion (the Wotfard 
intrusion?). The anomaly may indicate a western continuation to the Wolfard skam zone or may be 
related to mineralization along the July Creek fault. Old v+orkings in the extreme northwest corner of tha 
infill grfd (on what may have been the ‘Big Six” crown grant) are developed in a siliceous intrusive (and 
limited skam), howaver samples collected from this area ore not anomalous in gold. Outcrop in this 
area is limited. but further prospecting in follow-up to the infill results may better define trench or drill 
targets. It will be especially important to define the boundaries of the intrusion between here and the 
Wolfard to test for wntinuity between the two areas. Forest wver is generally very heavy and in most 
places trenching could not be completed without significant timber disturbance 

Areas F and G: Areas F and G are located in the western portion of the grid, under the West 
Kootenay powadine, and consist of spotty single station high gold values, to 395 ppb. In every case, the 
high soil value occurs very close to the contact of a flat lying Tertiary dyke with Brooklyn limestone or 
volcanic% This same spatial association was also noted in Areas A and C, and suggests a possible 
Tertiary wntrol to at least some of the gold mineralization on the property. Area G is located just south 
of the assumed intersection of the July Creek and Mt. Attv.ocd faults, and several angular float boulders 
of listwanite support a target of structurally controlled mineralization. Anomaly F is felt to be relatively 
insignificant. however Area G is worth follow-up. The anomaly is open to the north, and as a first step 
grid coverage should be extended to cover this area, and mapping and soil sampling done. This will tie 
in with additional gddding recommended for the Jim-haul road areas. Trenching would then be a viable 
method of testing areas of anomalous soils. 

Wolfard Area: A strong gold soil anomaly exists in the Wolfard area, closely associated with 
mafic volcanic hosted copper-gold skam mineralization developed near the contact of a Crataceous 
intrusion. Numerous old tunnels. pits and shafls occur in this area. as well as more recent cat trenching 
The area wds (poorly) testad by percusskm drilling in 1977, and by very minor diamond drilling in the 

late 1986’s. Anomalous soil values. to 1060 ppb gold, occur over an area of about 5M3 x 500 metros 
which may be continuous with anomalous values in Area E to the west. lnfill lines were established at 50 
metre intervals in this area to better define the anomaly. Rock sampling returned values of up to 980 
ppb Au from old workings, however many of the areas of high gold in soils are not associated with old 
workings and have not been explained by rock sampling. What is particularly interesting is that. while 
high values of gold in soils occur intimately associated with old workings and visible mineralbad areas. 
equally strong or better anomalous zones occur to the n&h and the southwest. beyond the limits of 
known mineralization. In view of the fact that gold is distal, occurring along the skam front. in other 
mafic volcanic hosted skam deposits [ie. OR (Fox and Cameron. 1995)] these more distal areas should 
be thoroughly explored. Previous percussion and diamond drflling tested only the very proximal skam 
*one. 

An IP survey by Granby during 1969 (Dodds et al, 1970). revealed a splaying strong east-west 
chargeability high (Zone 3, as shown on Figure 6) which ooincides with the intrusive ContactS in the Kate 
area. The southern anomaly would have been in part tested by drilling in 1977 and 1989, but the 
northern contact zwe remains untested Drilling or trenching should test this area. Zone 4, to the 
northwest, may represent the offset cwttnuation of the Zone 3 anomaly and should also be tested by 
trenching. 
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Followup should be done in the area centred on L28,650E. 34,925N Mere 3 adjacent 25 metre 
spacad stations returned values of >300 ppb Au. This area is southwest of any known workings and is 
moderately foresteo and without outcrop; trench follow-up should be done to test this zone. South of the 
anomalous zone, limey sandstone to fine conglomerate is exposed, which traditionally has been found to 
be a good skam host in the Greenwood Camp. 

A roughly northwest trending anomalous gold zone occurs north of the main area of workings, 
where a fairty recent pit exposes rusty pyritic altered volcanics returning 200 ppb gold. Further detailed 
mapping in this area may help to define trench and drill targets. 

The eastern intrusive contact with the volcanics also displays anomalous gold in soils, and 
trenching should be completed in this area, although this is considered a lower priority target. In addition 
it is recommended that rejects from soil samples be run for copper for the Wolfard area, since this type 
of deposit would be expected to have a strong copper signature A coppergdd correlation for the more 
distal gold anomalies would confirm that these anomalies represent part of the same skam system. In 
addition, since gold may not be evenly distributed in such a system and it will be important to recognize 
the continuity in mineralization (which may be identifiable based on copper values) and to test the entire 
system, even though some portions may show a lower gold content at surface. Because of the 
correlation between copper-gold-silver-arsenic seen in rock samples collected from this area, it may alsc 
be worthwhile to obtain silver and arsenic results for soil samples from this area. 

Buttercup Grid (Figure 111: 

A flag and picket grid was established in the Buttercup area, with north south linas spaced 50 
metres apart, and with soil samples collected at 25 metre intervals on lines. A total of 210 sail samples 
were collected from this grid, and results are plotted on Figure 11, Generally, the area is covered by 
open forest. with moderate to steep slopes and with good rock exposure in the central portion of the grid. 
lees in the west and east. Figure 8 shows the geology of the grid area. 

Samples were anatysed for gold only, with a background level of IO-20 ppb Au in areas 
underlain by Attwod volcanics, and with a slightly higher background level in areas of 
serpentine/listwnite. Values ~100 ppb gold are considered significantly anomalous. 

The distribution of gold in soils is strongly controlled by the occurrence of serpentine and 
listwanite, with anomalous soil values occurring almost exclusively in areas underlain by serpentine or 
listwantte. Gold bearing quartz veins in the vicinity of L5+OOE. S+OON. are hosted within listwanite and 
exposed in old workings, and have returned values to 8400 ppb Au. This area is represented by a 
stmng, local gold soil anomaly, with values to 1960 ppb Au. The anomalous area is quite restrtcted. 
although due to the vein type target, this is predictable. Ground disturbance may have resulted in some 
geochemical dispersion, although ground checking will be n ecessary to confirm this. This particular 
anomaly is a high priority for further testing, however due to topography and locally deep overburden. 
drilling may be preferable to trenching. 

Other soil anomalies on the Buttercup grid were single station anomalies, again suggesting 
vein/structurally controlled targets. One such anomaly, 175 ppb Au at L4+56E. 7+00N occurs near the 
suspected contact of serpentine and Athvood volcanics, in an area of limited outcrop. This target is 
considered a good target for trench follow-up. 

In general, soil values were disappointingly low in areas of sulfidic Attwod Gmup volcanic% 
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4.2 Silt Samolinq 

Twenty five 0.5 cubic metre stream sediment samples were collected at 100 metre intervals from 
May Creek, as shown on Figure 12. Samples were collected using a portable suction dredge, and then 
concentrated Using a Sluice box. Concentrates were then delivered to Chemex Labs in North Vancouver 
for preparation and analysis for gold (30 gram, Fire Assay, AA finish). Samples were screened into two 
size fractions, a +I50 mesh and -150 mesh fraction and both size fractions wxe assayed, Analytical 
results are induded in Appendix 2, and results are plotted as the ratio of gold in the fine fraction over that 
in the coarse fraction, in Figure 12. Also shown in Figure 12 are results from samples collected by 
Burton (1993) using a similar technique. 

Burton (1993) describes the expected relationship between gold in the stream and the source of 
the gold, as follows: 

Wtth the exception of sample 97 SASS 1900, all samples collected returned very high gold 
values in the coarse fraction (1,620 ppb to ~10,000 ppb), with variable, but generally much lowr flne 
fraction gold (130 to 2100 ppb). It is interesting to note that there was considerable disagreement 
between results from Burton’s sampling of May Creek and that carried out during this program. Samples 
SK-6 and SK-7 collected by Burton (1993). returned 5 ppb and 20 ppb Au, respectively from the coarse 
fraction, while samples collected nearby during this program returned much higher fine fraction gold (to 
>lO,OOO ppb Au). The major discrepancy between these results is difficult to explain without assLIming a 
mix-up by the lab in labelling the coarse and fine fraction results, however it does necessitate keeping 
analysis of these results to a minimum. The thick layer of glacial till in the May Creek valley is 
worrisome in terms of the possibility of gold transported from a more distant source. 

During the course of this program, May Creek was found to consistently return very high gold 
values from the coarse fraction, with lower but anomalous fine fraction gold. No upper cut-off to gold 
values was seen. nor was any statistically valid decrease in gold values noted upstream. It is felt that the 
presence of gold in the stream can be used as a positive indicator of a favourable environment. but 
because of the uncertainty of gold transportation by glacial and stream mechanisms, can not be Used as 
a specific exploration tool. 
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4.3 Rock Samolinq 

1997. 
A total of 90 rock samples - collected from the property during October and November, 

Initially the mandate for sample wllection was to visit areas of anomalous gold in soils, and to 
attempt to explain these anomalies by geological mapping and rock sampling. Results of rock sampling 
from these areas are summarized below, but detail as to the geology and mineralization seen in these 
zones is described in Section 4.1 of this report. Areas of reported workings were also visited and 
sampled if warranted. and detailed rock sampling and geological mapping was done in the Wolfard and 
Buttercup areas. Samples ware delivered to Chemex Labs in North Vancouver, for preparation and 
analysis for gold (30 gram, Fire Assay, A4 finish), and for 32 element ICP. Analytical results are 
contained in Appendix 3, and sample descriptions are included as Appendix 4. Rock sample lcwtions 
are plotted on Figures 5 - 8, and results for select elements are tabulated on these figures. 

Eight rock samples were collected from the southern portion of the grid, as shown on Figure 5. 
Four of these samples (-tXR to 67R) represent quartz veining in Brooklyn micrcdiodte from the ridge 
north of May Creek. Two of these samples were weakly elevated in gold, silver and arsenic (to a 
maximum of 60 ppb, 8.6 ppm and 358 ppm. respectively). The remaining four samples were collected 
fmm unimpressive looking Brooklyn volcanics or limestone. in the vicinity of anomalous gold in soils. 
None of these samples were elevated in precious metals, although one returned sligMly anomalous 
copper (528 ppm, from sample -56R of silicified Brooklyn volcanics from a blast trench in Area J). 

North Sheet (Fiaure 6): 

Thirtyone rock samples were collected from the northern grid area (excluding the Wolfard and 
Buttercup areas which are discussed below). Figure 6 shows rock sample locations and results. The 
majority of the samples were collected from areas of anomalous gold in soils as discussed in Section 4.1 
and shown on Figure IO. and most have failed to locate the source of these soil anomalies. One sample 
(RA97-OQR, from area C), returned 125 ppb Au, 254 ppm As and 500 ppm Cu. from subcrop or float of 
rusty, clay alterad, brecciated Brooklyn vdwnics. in heavy forest with little rock exposure. Trenching 
has teen recommended to further test this target. 

Other results of interest an? from samples collected from the Jim - Haul road area (samples 
RA97-66R to -9OR). Elevated gold (to a maximum of 175 ppb) and arsenic (to 612 ppm) and strongly 
anomalous capper values (to 8120 ppm) were consistently returned from the samples wllected. This 
highest wpper value was cbtained fmm a sample of silky, very tine grained, finely banded massive 
sulfides from an old trench in the Jim area. Mineralization occurs in Attwwd rocks, at a volcanic- 
limestone contact, and is suggestive of a VMS origin, rather that a skam origin as most previous workers 
have interpreted. Follow-up work in this area is stmngly recommended, beginning with gridding. soil 
sampling, possible gmund EM, and geological mapping. 

Wolfard Area (Fiaura 7): 

Thirty samples were wllected from the Wolfard area (see Figure 7), from old workings in skam- 
type mineralization, and from country rock in the vicinity of anomalous gold in soils, The majority of the 
samples wllected had a greenstone protolith. Rocks from the Wolfard area show a strong wrrelation 
between capper-gold-silver and arsenic values 

A maximum of 986 ppb Au (with 1430 ppm Cu) was returned fmm one sample (-39R), from a 
small pit just west and uphill fmm the lower Wolfard tunnel. Material sampled was very rusty. pyritic. 
clay altered probable votwnics. Other significant results include sample 45R fmm an old trench 
northwast of the Kate shaft, near percussion drill hole site 77-1, which retumed 270 ppb Au and 7210 
ppm Cu. High copper. with elevated gold values were also obtained from samples from the dump of the 
Kate shaft (190 ppb Au, 8.4 ppm Ag and =-10.000 ppm Cu in sample 43R and 7260 ppm Cu from 
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sample 42R). It is significant to note that samples of the most intense skam (siliceous epidote (+I- 
magnetite, garnet, pyroxene) returned only weakly elevated gold and copper values (ie. samples -36R. - 
37R, -49R, -50R). Sample -26R is collected from the dump of a rusty pit west of the main road, about 
150 metres north of the lower Wolfard adit. and in an area which returned high gold in soils (to 1980 ppb 
Au). It returned 200 ppb Au, with 1135 ppm Cu. 

As discussed in Section 4.1 of this report. many of the areas of high gold in soils are not 
associated with oid workings and have not been explained by rock sampling. What is particularly 
interesting is that, while high values of gold in soils occur intimately associated with old workings and 
visible mineralized areas, equally stmng or better anomalous zones occur to the north and the southwest, 
beyond the limits of known mineralization. In view of the fact that gdd is distal, occurring along the 
skam front. in other mafic volcanic hosted skam deposits [ie. QR (Fox and Cameron. 1995)] these more 
distal areas should be thoroughly explored. 
very pmximal skam zone. 

Previous percussion and diamond drtlling tested a@ the 

ButtercuP Area (Fiaure 8): 

A very large number of old working occur in this area. exploring very sulfidic Attwood vdcanics 
(and massive sulfide lenses within these volcanic@, structurally emplaced serpentine and listwanite and 
veining within these rocks, and veining and structures cutting Cratacsous intrusives. Twsnty-one 
samples were collected from this area, all fmm dumps of old workings or from rock exposed in these old 
workings, as show in Figure 6. A more detailed discussion regarding the geology of this area is given 
in Section 3.2 of this report, while a discussion of soil sampling results is found in Section 4.1. 

A maximum of 8400 ppb Au (with 92.4 ppm Ag, >iO,OOO ppm As, 4969 ppm Pb and 812 ppm 
Zn) was returned from a sample of pyntearsenopyrite bearing quartz vein material fmm the dump of an 
old working located at about L5+00E, 9+00N (sample RA97-063R). Sample RA97-976R was a 2’ vertical 
chip sample collected fmm a 7-10’ wide gently north dipping fault zone which appears to host the vein 
discussed above. Gold was elevated from the fault (120 ppb), with similarly elevated Ag, As, Pb and Zn 
values. 

In the southern portion of the Buttercup grid, a shallowty dipping fault zone. several feet thick. is 
exposed in a number of old workings, in serpentine, volcanics and intrusive rocks. Locally the fault zone 
hosts white mesothemral looking quartz veins with up to 20% pyrtte and minor chalcopyrite. Six samples 
were collected from vein and fault material from old workings on this structure, over a strike length of 
about 150 metres (RA9788,69,77, 79-81R). Gold and copper values are elevated in samples from this 
fault zone, to 300 ppb Au and 3760 ppm Cu. Silver values are also anomalous, to 36.6 ppm. and arsenic 
values are moderately anomalous, to 680 ppm. 

Two samples (RA97-05253R) were collected from the lrcn Clad wxidngs, located just north of 
the extreme northeast portion of the Buttercup Grid. Neither sample was elevated in gold. although 
copper was anomalous to 1545 ppm. Results from numerous samples collected from massive sulfide 
pods or lenses within sulgdic Athvood volcanics, or from these very sulfidic volcanics. returned similarly 
low gold values (~20 ppb Au), although copper values are consistently anomalous, and locally strongly 
so. to >I000 ppm. 

Finally, one sample was collected from the dump of an old shaft, just west of the norttmestem 
area of the grid. This is located close to the property boundary, and likely occurs on the adjacent 
Jackpot crown grant. A quartz vein occurs in a structure tithin listwanite, and returned a value of 1808 
ppb Au (Sample 97RA-84R). This appears to bs within the same band of serpentine as Samples RAg7- 
63R 8 -76R described above, and may in fact represent the western continuation of the same StruCtUre. 

As with samples 63R and 76R, arsenic is strongly anomalous (>lO.OOO ppm). 
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5.0 GEOPHYSICS 

A ground magnetometer survey was completed over the Royal Allvmcd 1 grid in July and 
August, 1997. A total of 40.6 line kilometres of survey was completed using a hand held Geometries 
Proton Magnetometer Model 8W824. Data was collected at 25 metre stations on north-south lines 
spaced 100 metres apart. Three readings were collected from each station, and readings averaged and 
manually recorded into field books. Base station readings were collected every four hours to allow for 
correction of diurnal variations. Correction ues done manually in field books, and corrected average 
values were then manually entered into spreadsheet format for plotting using mapping software. 
Corrected average values for each station are contained in Appendix 5 and plotted on Figure 1% 
Contoured results are shown on Figure 13b. 

The southern portion of the grid displays a much higher magnetic response than the more 
northern part. This higher magnetic response is due to the presence of Brooklyn greenstone and 
miwodiorite in the south, as opposed to limestone to the north. Very high values within the large area of 
microdiorite appear to be associated with strongly magnetic Tertiary dykes cutting the older rocks. A 
lower magnetic response near the mouth of May Creek appears to be a result of a masked response due 
to the thick till coverage in this area. The isolated magnetic high in the northeast portion of the grid, near 
29,500E 33,5OON, in the vicinity of the fork in the stream drainage, should be ground checked. Several 
anomalous soil values occur in this area, along with a broad magnetic anomaly, in an area which 
appears to be at least regionally underlain by Brwklyn limestone. The mag high likely represents the 
presence of a more magnetic intrusive cutting the limestone, and the associated gecchem anomaly 
makes this a worthwhile target for follow-up. 
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations detailed below are divided into tw stages. Stage 1 consists of further ground 
work. mapping, rock and soils sampling, and ground geophysics, plus trenching, while Stage 2 consists 
of diamond drilling. Some targets are drill ready at present and do not lend themselves to trenching. 
They are included in Stage 2 recommendations, but it should be understood that Stage 2 is not entirety 
contingent upon Stage 1, and that portions of Stage 2 could be completed vvithout completing any or all 
of Stage 1 recommendations. 

Staoe 1 ($50.0001: 

The highest priority for follow-up work is given to the Wolfard Area. where a strong gold soil 
anomaly exists. closely associated with mafic vdcanic hosted oopper-gdd skam mineralization 
developed near the contact of a Cretaceous intrusion. Anomalous soil values, to 1060 ppb gdd, occur 
over an area of about 500 x 500 metres, which may be continuous with anomalous values in Area E to 
the %est. infill lines have bean established at Xl metre intervals in this area to better define the 
anomaly. High values of gold in soils occur intimately associated with old workings and visible 
mineralized areas, however equally strong or batter anomalous zones occur to the north and the 
southwest, beyond the limits of known mineralization. Rejects from soil samples collected during 1997 
should be run for oopper (and possibly silver and arsenic). All areas of anomalous gold, and particularly 
the more distal anomalies, should be thoroughly explored, initially by backhoe trenching, with followup 
drilling depending on results IP anomalies should also be tested. 

Follow-up should be done in the area centred on l28,650E, 34.925N were 3 adjacent 25 metre 
spaced stations returned values of >3W ppb Au. This area is southwest of any known workings and is 
moderately forested and without outcrop; trench followup should be done to test this zone. South of the 
anomalous zone, limey sandstone to fine conglomerate is exposed, which traditionally has been found to 
be a good skam host in the Greenwood Camp. 

A roughly northwest trending anomalous goid soil zone (with values to 1060 ppb Au) occurs north 
of the main area of workings, where a fairly recent pit exposes rusty, pyritic altered voloanics returning 
200 ppb gold from rock. Further detailed mapping in this area may help to define trench and drill targets. 
The eastern intrusive contact with the volcanics also displays anomalous gold in soils, and trenching 
should be completed in this area, although this is considered a lower priority target. 

Anomaly E may indicate a wastern continuation to the Wolfard skam zone. Outcrop in this area 
is limited. but further prospecting in follow-up to the infill results may better define trench or drill targets. 
It will bs especially important to define the boundaries of the intrusion between here and the Wolfard to 
test for continuity between the two areas. Forest oover is generally very heavy and in most places 
trenching will require significant timber and ground disturbance. 

Trench follow-up is also recommended to test other areas of anomalous gold in soils defined by 
the 1997 sampling program. Areas of anomalous gold in soils on the Buttercup grid should be tested. 
The strong, well defined anomaly at L5+OOE, 9+00N may be difficult to test by trenching due to 
topography and depth of overburden, and may lend itself better to drill testing. Mher areas of the grid 
are better suited for trench followup, such as L4+50E, 7+OON. 

Area D. northwest of the Wolfard. should be followed up by trenching. It is well accessed by the 
powdine road, and although glacial contamination is a concern, the strength of the anomaly and good 
access make this a good candidate for trench follow-up. Trenching could be completed without 
significant disturbance. 

Area C. cantred under the West Kootenay powerline is a strong, well defined anomaly in altered 
Brooklyn microdiorite or fragmental greenstone. cut by a strongly magnetic Tertiary dyke. This area 
could be well tested by backhoe trenching, without significant timber disturbance, and trench follow-up is 
strongly recommended. 

Area G is located in the western portion of the grid, under the West Kootenay powertine. and 
consist of spotty single station high gold values The anomaly is open to the north, and as a first step 
grid coverage should be extended to cover this area, and mapping and soil sampling done. This will tie 
in with additional gridding recommended for the Jim-haul road areas. Trenching would then be a viable 
method of testing areas of anomalous soils. 
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Trench followup is recommended to test Area I, where anomalous gold in soils occurs at the 
contact between Brooklyn limestone and volcanics or microdiorite. The area is moderately forested and 
SOme timber disturbance v.ould be necessary to complete this trenching program. Access is relatively 
good, although the road is not presently in driveable condition. 

It is proposed that several test pits are be dug on single station soil anomalies Areas K and L, to 
determine whether these sites are underlain by till, or whether good sail horizons are developed. These 
test pits could be dug on stations very near the May Creek-powerline road, without any significant 
vegetation or ground disturbance. 

Other areas of anomalous gold in soils which require further follow-up but are not ready for 
trenching are the twu station anomaly on line 28,200E (515 and 670 ppb Au) (Area L) which is 
accompanied by a distinct change in vegetation should be followed up with infill grid lines astaMishad at 
25 metre intervals. and soil samples collected along these lines. Ground EM might be useful in further 
defining targets, but ultimately drilling will be necessary to test this target. should the follw-up soils 
warrant this. There is no road access to the area at present. 

In addition. numerous single station anomalies in the western portion of the Royal Attwood 1 grid 
remain to be ground checked. In particular, the area near 29.500E. 33,5OON, in the vicinity of the fork in 
the stream drainage should be visited. Several anomalous soil values occur in this area, along with a 
broad magnetic anomaly, in an area which appears to be at least regionally underlain by Brooklyn 
limestone. 

The open grassy northwest trending ridge, located north of May Creek (Area N) should be further 
prospected. The ridge is undwfain by Brooklyn microdiorite and volcanics, cut by strongly magnetic 
Tertiary dykes, and by several narrow mesothermal type quartz veins which have returned elevated gold 
and arsenic values. The known veins do not appear to be the source of the gold in soils and follcw-up 
prospecting is recommended. 
existing soil anomalies. 

Will soil sampling should be done in very specific areas to further define 

Regional geological mapping suggests that the Permian Attwood Group rocks show similarities 
to the Lamefoot section at Curlew and are prospective for precious metal enriched VMS type 
mineralization. Several occurrences of mineralization which are consistent with such a model are known 
in the AM rocks in the Greenwood camp, including the Buttercup and Jim-Haul Road-Overlander 
vein area of the Royal Attwwd Property. The Jim - Haul road area should be mapped in detail and 
attention paid to volcanic-limestone contacts. particularly in areas of known mineralization. A grid should 
be estaMished over this area for mapping control and for soil sample coverage. Ground magfEM should 
alSo be considered on this grid. 

Preliminary geological mapping, prospecting and rock sampling should k completed in the 
Eagle Mountain area to identify areas of favourable geology and mineralizatio+I which will require further 
work. 

Prowsed Staoe 1 Budaet: 

Grid uwk. soils, EM 
Geological mapping, rock sampling 
Backhoe trenching (est 5.000’) 

TOTAL STAGE 1 



Stacie 2 6250.000) 

Drill testing is recommended for both the Buttercup and Wolfard areas. Trenching in both these 
areas will enable better definition of drill targets. Ground work in the Jim - Haul road area is also 
expected to result in the generation of drill targets. 

Finally, Area A, located just south of the powerline and situated on a very steep east facing 
slope. required drill testing. Brooklyn limestone and limey sandstone are intruded by a Tertiary dyke and 
a very strong, well defined snil anomaly occurs Further follow-up should be done to ground check infill 
soil results and to establish drill sites. Mechanized trenching is precluded due to the steep topography, 
however the area could be successfully drilled by collaring on the powertine road to the west, in the 
Tertiary dyke. and drilling east directed holes to test the contact zone. 

A total of approximately 7,500 feet of drilling is proposed 

Drilling 7,500’ NQ, including logging, sampling 
Detailed geological mapping, sampling, ground work 

as needed based on Stage 1 
TOTAL STAGE 2 
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APPENDIX 2 

Analytical Results - Silt Samples 







APPENDIX 3 

Analytical Results - Rock Samples 















APPENDIX 4 

Rock Sample Descriptions 



ROCK SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS 

L. Caron 
October 8 - Nov 3.1997 

Imost stockworking qtz vnlts + patchy 
‘my ss. Adjacent to 360”/65”w 

look like tension gash filling. Slicks on float boulders. 

I slopr I I I 

RA97-05R 1 Od 8.1997 1 Araa B 1 L 29~03OE 1 Old slouol __ ..._= xd II-I trench with minor o/c. 

1 ‘-‘-~ ~-‘- 1 ----’ ---. 1 [+iytm i ------ 1 “ChandnamepiRealookailidd. 

Rusty buff pale br. fine 
34 275N grained granular Itmay ss with 2.5% diss py (v fine). Ss is qlZ 

spot 
RA97-C8R act a, 1997 Alea C L 28,810E Single piece of float on powertine road of rusty v siliceous TX. 

Under WKP 34.510N Banded and cut by qtz and clay vnlts. Buff-gray cobur. Rusty 
line surfaces. Locallv vuggy. Looks like intense silic’n. but pass 

reticherl. --. 
RAQ7-07R Od 8,1997 Ama c L 28.8WE On powerline road, several pieces of very rusty, soft. white day 

Under WKP 34510N + sericite altered. brecciated ??? Float. V rusty fracs and 
line veinlets. 

RA97-08R Oct8, 1997 AeaC L 28,775E Outcrop. Fine grained, green. carbonate altered miaodioriteor 
Under WKP 3454ON fragmental greenstone with up 1o 5% round qtz or chert frags. 
line May be silic’d with 2-5% py + chll epidote alteration of maliu. 

Strong fizz. 
RAg7-OQR act 6,1997 Ama c L 28.780E subcropmoat in forest. Leached, white clay + sericite altered. 

Under WKP 34,585N very rusty, bfd miaodiorite or gst?. Similar to -07, could be 
line approv in place. 

RA97-1 OR Od8.1997 heat L 28.705E On S side of intrusive contact. S of powerline. Garb altered 
Under WKP 34.470N microdiorite is locally bleached, clay alt’d. pyriiic. bx’d as in - 
line 1 07,-09R. 

RAQ7-11R I Ott 10. I Area D 1 L 28.805E 1 Float along road. rigM at anomalous Soil Sample site. Zoned 
1997 Lishvanite 35,680N quartz (+3) vein iniistwanite. Core is altered listwanite + qt2. 

Float at Road with blue&h opaline qtz rimming. and then white qlz and off- 
Switchback white ? (scratchable, no fin. not batik, may be celestite). 



ellow Texture looks like listwanite. Ptob 

hard siliceous gst? V fine grained with minor diss py. Not 

1997 

line. 34.47.5N calcareous. 
01-500E 
E L 29.205E Rusty angular float boulder of mottled looking. silic’d listwanite? 

WKP line, 34,475N Rem fsp phenos + rare frags to 1 cm. in hard, buff with 
L29,200 - 500E purplish mottling mtrx, with 2% diss black specks. Minor Mn 8 

Fe stn. Carbon fracs. 
RA97-21 R act 11, Area G L 29.220E Rusty float boulder along road. Rusty, aphanitic. siliceous TX, 

1997 WKP line, 34.51ON bx’d with clear-grey qtz vnlts filling intrabx spaces. Up to 30% 
l.29.200 - 500E of rx is qtz vnlts. gen clmm. Mod-str fin. Listwanite? 

RA97.22R Octll. Area H L 28,312E From o/c along road. directly up hill from 1060 ppb Au station. 
1997 Wolfard 35,282N Green chodtic, carbonate altered Brooklyn microdiorite. 

Strongly brecciated smashed looking. Strong fin. Mod hard 
mottled appearance. Equigranular intrusive textures. 

RA97-23R Octll. Area H L 26,321 E Same as -22R 
1997 Wolfard 35,278N 

R497-24R 0-2 11, Area Ii I. 28,358E Float boulder of Y hard ep alt’d dwty volt _ possibly skamed 
1997 Wolfard 35,227N Fine grained granular appearance. Trace py + fine bluey- 

) silver/black mineral. Strong fin. 
RA97-25R [ Ott 11, (AreaH ( L 26.382E 1 Flo at boulder, about 75 m uphill fmm 1060 ppb Au. V rusty, 

I 1997 ) Wolfard 1 35.313N 1 silic’d. aphanitic buff colourad volt? Not calcweous. 
RA97-26R od11, AraH L 28,320E From digging in very rusty rx west of road at landing area, west 

1997 Wolfard 35.36ON of 335 ppb Au station. Massive granular py + v rusty oxidized 

I 

I I I ( volt? from dump of digging. Not calcareous. I 



RA97.27R Oclll. Area t-l L 28,560E Fi deep pit on small hill W of road, in Y hard, mottled white- 
1997 Wolfard 35,450N 

I I 
green. silic’d volt with 5% patchy py, ep in cab alt’d vote. Sim 

1 to -24R. From dump of pit. Strong fin 
RA97-28R Od 15. Area H L 28.200E Fmm dump of 5’ deep pit at L28,200E. 34.975N. Fine grainad 

1997 Wolfard 35.975N granular limey ss. Buff coloured with minor qtz vnlts 6 dtss py, 
Also on dump is grey massive Is + alt’d intrusive. 

RA97.29R Od 15, Area H L 28.270E Bufl to pale green carb altered gst. fine grained. patchy gn?Y 
1997 Wolfard 34,884N silic’n - qtz flood + minor narrow qtz wits. Minor diss pY. 

Strong fizz. Subdued o/c just uphill from L28,250E, 34.9OON. 
RA97-30R Od 15, AreaH L 28,280E subcrop of v fine grained cherty volcanic, green-dark green. 

1997 Wdfard 34,887N mottled to banded. Strong fzz. Minor diss py. Carb alt’d. 
RA97-31 R act 15. Area H L 26.290E Pass Y shallow old digging at base of o/c of green carb aWd 

1997 Wolfard 34.915N volt. Closer to intrusive volt become much finer grained. 
chertY or silic’d. mod fin, with minor diss py + qtz vnlts - 

I I I 1 sampled as -3lR. 
RA97-32R Od 15, Ii L 28.252E o/c near switchback in road I@ L28.250E. 35,075N. Poss 

1997 Wolfard 35.080N shallow trench at base of o/c of silic’d. non-c& intrusive. Rem 
I I I I 1 chl alt’d mafics. Qtz vnlts + pervasik silic’n. See rem I 

xenoliths orfrags - could be &c’d tuff. 

I 
RA97.33R 1 Ott 15. 

I 1997 
(AmaH 
I Wolfard 

1 L 28.280E i Lower Wolfard Adit. Select grab of dark green, hard, strongly 
1 35,058N 1 masnetic px rich skam. Mod-strfin. Rx-on dump are I 

RA97-34R 

FtA97-35R 

Od 15, Area H 
1997 Wolfard 

Od 15. Area H 
1997 Wolfard 

dominantly carb alt’d gsUmicmdioirte + intrusive. 
L 28,362E Uphill from Iwer adit is second adit. trends 226’, in green carb 

35.048N alt’d wok Adit is dug on Y rusty smashed zone, @ 226”/50°S. 
Sample taken across 1’ zone at caved haad of entrance to adit. 

L 28,376E About 15 m uphill from -34R is 2Ox2Ox1o’ pit on very rusty, 
35,057N highly oxidized. v pyrttic IX. Strongly shatlered. day altered, 

oouov Fault zone of uncertain orientation. Protolith not 
I I I I 1 &&able in altered. oxidized material. but some lass altered ( 

IX ohdump is carb alt’d or mag-py-px skamed gst. 
RA97-36R 1 Ott 15. 1 Area H I L 26.385E 1 o/c in cat road (pass drill site), about 20 m south of -35R Pit. V 

I 

Wolfard 
I 

35,032N rusty, shattered: highly silice&s, massive raddy-brown 
amorphous garnet (to 70%) skam. Lesser px. 5% diss py + I 
po patchy magnetite. Mod fizz. 

RA97-37R od15. AmaH L28.388E ’ 15 long x 3’ deep old blast trench in pyritic, fine grainad 
1997 Wolfard 34.960N siliceous garnet-px-py skam, similar to -36R. plus grean 

banded siliceous cherty volt. 
RA97.38R Od 15. AreaH L 28.326E Old shallow pits in carb alt’d volt + gar-pw-mag-py skam. about 

1997 Wolfard 35.020N 25 m south of dump of adit. Sim to -36R. -37R. Mod fia. 
patchy strong magnetic. 

RA97-39R Od 15. AreaH L 28.300E S&cm!& DOSS Y shallow digging on Y rusty, highly otidited. 
I 1997 ) Wolfard ) 35;025N 1 clay altered ? Similar to -3%. 

RA97-40R act 15. Area H L 28.5GOE Qtz vein float in heavy forest. 1’ x T boulder of massive white 
1997 Wotfard 34920N to buff-grey qtzvn, minor hem stain. cut by later vuggy qt2 



RA97-41R act 15. Area H L 28,475E Very shallow pit in heavy forest. Difficult to recognize pmtolith 
1997 Wolfard 34950N Mod-strong fin-some pieces have intrusive looking texture, 

orobablv carb alt’d micmdiorita. Mottled pale Qrey-green. 
I 1 iocally v rusty with diss py + oxidized py vnlts. 

RA97-42R 1 Ott 15. 1 AreaH ( L 28,475E ( Timbered shaft just west of road at L 28.45OE. 35.050N. h&l 
1997 Wolfard 35.058N material on dump is mottled green altered intrusive rx with 2- 

5% diss py. -042R is a sample of v silic’d. non calcareous 
intrusive? Fine grained, etiremely hard, with 5-10% diss py. 2- 
5% cpy. Grab sample of rare piece from dump of shaft. 

RA97-43R act 15. Area Ii L 28.475E Same location as -42R. -043R is mottled whitegreen altered 
1997 Wolfard 35.058N intrusive with 236 diss py -weak fzz from late carb vnlts. Grab 

from dump of common &k type on dump. 
RA97-44R ocl15, Area H L 28,475E Same boation as -42R. V rusty massive py, onfdized. Seled 

1997 Wolfard 35,058N grab from dump. 
RA97-45R act 15. Area H L 28.530E Old trench on small knoll, with more recent cat bench around. 

1997 Wolfard 35,llON Garb alt’d green voldmicrod with px + minor local pale br 
garnet skam with diss py. cpy. Malachite + rusty stain on 
weathered surfaces. Strong fizz. 

RA97-46R act 16. Area H L 28,3OOE Ridge of o/c along mad. about 20 m SE of -26R. Very sheared 
1997 Wolfard 35.335N btid, grungy outcrop. Not limey. non magnetic. May be silic’d 

or chl alt’d. Local stmno Mn stain. Protolith may be 

I I I I I in~rusive(microdiorite?),-or possibly sharpstone. -Probable fault 
zone. with possible trend al 190’. Rare white chert pebbles 
suggest sharpstone pmtolith. Scoured o/c of sharpstone with 
chert pebbles, calcareous matrix exposed about 15 m to north. 

RA97-47R Ocl16. AreaH L 28.365E Just N of mad. over bank on steep slope opposite fresh digging 
1997 Wolfard 35.125N in intrusive is o/c and possible old digging at contact of intrusiw 

with siliceous &dote (+Dx) skarn. Mav be banded, writic. - 

I I I I 47R is a sample of sil&l pyritic intrusi;e with well Presarvad 
fsp porph texture and grey, silic, pyritic gmass from the I 

I inin&e contact. 
RA97-48R 1 Ott 16. 1 AreaH 1 L 28.385E 1 Same location as -47R. -48R is very rusty, otidied material 

RA97-49R 

RA97-50R 

RA97-51 R 

1997 Wolfard 
oc! 16, Area H 
1997 Wolfard 

act 16, Area H 
1997 Wolfard 

act 16. Area H 
1997 Wolfard 

35.125N from the E side of the outcrop, al the intrusive contact. 
L 28.354E 20 m downslope from -47.4SR is large boulders of skarn in 

35.150N talus. -049R is v rusty. dark green magnetic px-mag-py skam. 
5-l 0% py. 

L 28.354E Same location as -49R. -5OR is v. siliceous, v. hard. aphanitic. 
35.150N bright green epidote skarn with essentially no sulfides. Non 

magnetic. Strong fin. 
L 28.430E o/c at W edge of disturbed area on road, between L28400 and 

35.215N L28450E. Grey-pale green, banded cherly volcanic. V hard, 
siliceous (cherty) + moderately limey. aphanitic. with minor diss 
PY- 



RA97-52R oct17. Iron Clad From dump of main trench just N of powerfine at crest of ste?P 
1997 E slope. Several pits occur in this area. in rusty. well banded 

silicic banded cherty volcanidexhalite with diss py which host 
pods or bands of massive granular po-Py. At the main trench a 
2 m wide band of massive po-py is exposed, possibly trending 
at OS5%O”. Looks very typical of massive sulfide showings in 
Attwood m&s fie. Croesus, KeYstone. Keno Extension). -052R 
is a sample of ihe massive~sulf;des from the dump. 

RA97-53R oct17. Iron Clad Same location as -052R. -053R is a sample of silicic exhalite 
1997 with py, a mixed grab of both HW and FW rx, from outcrop in 

the t&ch. Well banded. white-green-grey, locally pinkish, 
finely (mm scale) banded and swirled with mafic and qtz 
phenos. Locally strongly bx’d volcaniclastic textures. Z-546 fine 
PY. 

RA97-54R oci 20. Al-Ml L 28.380E Area of abundant subcroplfloat of green. chl alt’d microdiorite 
1997 Forested area 33,OOON 10 m uphill from 805 ppb Au in soil. Finemed grained, 

B/L 33,000 equigranular. weak fizz. green mlaur. ep-chl alt’n of mafics 
L 28,200 - 400 Area 5mx5m sampled by random grabs of float boulders. 

RA97-55R Od 20. Area I L 28,190E On old road, oiclsubcrop of fine grained. orange weathering, 
1997 Forested area 32.770N green-pale grey r-x with minor diss py. Minor carb + qtz vnlts 

B/L 33,000 but rx is not limey. Mod hard, finely granular texture, probably 
L 28,200 - 400 altered. weakly silic’d and locally bleached fine grained volcanic 

_ or poss alVd cheriy sed. 
RA97-56R Od 20. Area J L 27,850E Old blast trench on top of small hill E of road in logging daaring 

1997 Logging 32.55ON (prev sample L27,8OOE, 33,500N at this point. but this M 
landing along ordinate is incorrect). Green massive blocky frac. fine grained 
road with silic’d volcanic, weak fin, with 2.5% diss py. Mottled and 

limey gmass with minor py. Cut by narrow silic’d fsp-hobld 
porphyry intrusive. 

brittle limey TX. Weak fin. Dark green fine grained Patches. 
prob px skarned Is or limey volt. 5% diss PY + PY volts. I 



RA97-63R Od 22. 
1997 

Buttercup L 5+10E 
8+95N 

Quartz Yein with 409b py and apy from dump of caved adit, in 
listwanite. Suspected 0.42 opt Au from old reports. Adit is 
driven on l-2’ wide fault zone @ 150?7O”SE. also a flat fault, 

I I I 1 same as in -76R. 
RA97-84R Od 23, Area N L 28.150E Qtz vein float fmm base of o/c. Clear terminated qtz xials in 

1997 Microdiorite 32555N multilaver otz vn. No sulfides. 
Ridge 

RA97-65R Ott 23, Area N 
1997 Miaodiorite 

Ridge 
RA97-66R Ott 23, Area N 

1997 Microdiorite 
Ridge I65R. ‘. 

RA97-67R Od 23, AreaN L 28.075E IO de.sP x 15’ long old outladit started on 1’ qtz vein, 310”/6O’S. 
1997 Microdiorite 32.46ON Massive white bull type qtz. Grab from dump. Hosted in carb 

L 28,185E 1’rB float boulder of tiite massive qWcarb vn with minor diss 
32,450N Py + up to 20% rusty altered I-X frags and rusty stained 

surfaces. 
L 28,180E 10m uphill from -85R in subcrop, is xtalline hem stained qt2 VII 

32.46ON flt with minor Dv and with rusty alt’d rx frags. Sim to -64R. - 

) Ridge I ) chl alt’d microdiorite. 
FZA97-68R 1 Oct27, 1 Buttercup 1 L 5+00E 1 Short adit along road, dug on rusty shear zone with quartz. 1.5 

I 1997 
I 

5+OON wide, 098”/30°ti. Footwail of sh&r is fsp porph gd as on road. 
and hangingwall is serpentine. Looks like thin serp unit along I 

I I I 1 fault. 
RA97-69R Ott 27, Buttercup L 5+000E Short trench in granodiorite, with qtz vein. Same structure as 

1997 5+05N fault in adit I-68R1. Grab from dump of rustv mesothermal tvpe 

Buttercup L 4+75E 
5+5ON 

Buttercup L 4+75E 
5+75N 

qtz vein, somewhat bx’d with minor by and t; cpy. 
5’ deep, IO’wlO’ pit on very hard, rusty pyrftic and pyrrhotitic. 
flow banded, silicic, aphanitic volcanic. Sub mm scale, swiwirly 
banding. Med grey colour with 5-10% Y fine dusty ppy and 
fine popy in bands, plus 2% coarse diss py. Looks exhalative 
texture. Weak-mod magnetic. 
3 pits on green mottled, chloritic. flow banded volcanic. Can be 
silcic but softer, chl alt’n. less cherty that -7OR. Locally 
fraomental texture. Rustv surfaces. Weaklv magnetic. 5% 

F!A97-71 R Ott 27, 
1997 

I I I I 1 fin& diss DO/!JV. Green-white mottling m& be &e to patchy 1 
se&de al&. - 

RA97-72R i Oct27. 1 ButterCUD 1 L 5+10E 1 Series of Dits and trenches. -72R is a grab fmm the dump ofV 

/ / lgg7 / ) 7+40N 1 ofsulfides AdumP. 
hard ma&e po + minor pylcpy. Mixed sample from two types 

1 

Buttercup 

Buttercup RA97.74R Ott 27, 
1997 

L S+iOE 
7+40N 

L 4+80E 
7+25N 

I ) v hard, to 60-7036 po, oharty TX 
2) massive po+py+cpy in coarse gtained serpentinized u/m (W 

pass px skam??) 
Massive granular py + qt.? from dump. 70% euhedral xtalline py 
in white qtz may be controlled by structure @ 012°1900. S 
raking strike-slip movement, in mottled green-white fragmental 
volcaniclastic. variably silicic. chl-seric alt’n 
Coarsely granular quartz (+gamet?)-epidotepx? skam or 
altered intrusive? Minor carb fracs and patches. Pale dim 
brown colour. 70-80% 24mm pale yellow-brown striated 
quartz (+gamet?) in dirty eppx gmass. 



RA97-75R Ott 27, 
1997 

RA97-76R 1 Oct27. 

mttercup 

I Buttercup 

L 5+20E Several pits in this area Sample is v. hard, siliceous rx 
9+50N Whit~mottlsd 9rey wlour. with minor green mariposite stain. 

Pervasive silic’n + grey and opaline whiteblue qtz vnlts. Minor 
diss ov. Mottled and weaklv foliated - remnant tetiure SUQQeStS 
protdlch is lishvanite? Fro& dump of lo’ deep, ISxlo pit.- 

1 L 4+95E 1 From west wall of caved adit. iust W of adit with -63R from 

I 1997 
I I 

7+85N 
I 

dump. 7-10’ wide, rusty. Y sheared fault zone @ 45XO’N. 
Vertical chip across 2’ of fault zone, from most rusty section I 

RA97-77R 

RA97-78R 

RA97-79R 

act 28, 
1997 

ou 28. 

BUtterCUp L 4+50E 
5+35N 

wimth sheared serp + rusty gouge and knots of qtzpy-apy. 
Inclined shaft 20+ feet deep, dug on rusty shear zone (l-2’ 
wide?) with qtz vein, trending 120”/454N, in chl altered 
intrusive. -77R is arab from dumo of white mesothermat tvPe 

RA97.80R act 31, 
1997 

Buttercup 

Buttercup 

Buttercup 

L 4+25E 
7+50N 

L 5+70E 
5+80N 

L 5+80E 
5+70N 

qtz vein. rusty with-up to 20% m&sive to diss 8 poddy py: 
Vuggv with qtz xtal druse. 
Caved timbered shaft + several pits and trenches + several Pits 
and trenches on massive po+py, poss trend OlO”nO”E, 3- 
4’wide. Grab from dump of 80% massive po+py (dom PO) + 
minor cpy, in white bleached silicic 9mass. Str magnetic. in 
green-grey mottled volt with bleached sericitic patches with 
diss + volt py, 
From west side of portal, Y rusty gouge + rusty bleached 
sericitized volt with py vnlts. Chip across 1 S - 2’ fit zone 
024%O-40°N. Large dump - adit had rails, trends 150”. Dump 
is banded volt + c<l alt’d i&usive and qtz VT. 
White mesothermal qtz vn with up to 10% py. sim appearance 
to adit on rd @ 5+OOE. 5+OQN. Dump of adii. same location as 
-79R. 

RA97-81R Oct31. Buttercup L 6+00E Deep cut/trench at base of steep hill with o/c of pylpo silicic 
1997 5+95N volt. On strike of struuure sampled as -79R. Qh vn with py - 

float from dump, sim to -8OR. 
RA97-82R oct31, Buttercup L 6+05E From area of major old trenching at wntact of serp, volt and 

1997 7+25N intrusive. V hard silicic volt with subparallel py +/- qtz vnlts 
070°/350s. 

F?A97-63R oct31, Buttercup L 6+10E Old pit, just uphill of large digging, on v rusty shear zone at 
1997 7+35N contact of seep and underlying silicic volt with py, Shear zone 

2’ wide. Sample is chip across fit. 
RA97-84R oct31, Buttercup L 2+60E White qtz vn with up to 20% sulfides. dam py. minor spy’?. 

1997 9+55N minor cpy. Rusty. From dump of inclined shaft on rusty shear 
in listwantite 060°/600N. Probably on Jackpot claim. 

RA97-85R act 31, Buttercup L 3+55E Small pit by road and old camp area in silicified granodiorite 
1997 7+55N intrusive with 5% diss py and very rusty Surfaces. 

!?A97-86R Nov 3, W of Haul West of Haul road about 75 metres. Large pit or caved shafl 
1997 Road, Jim area 10-20’ deep Looks to be at wntact of overlying Attwood 

limestone and underlying cherty volcanics. Contact sheared, 
rusty, pyritic. shallow E dip, 2-4 wide. Sample frcm dump Of 
pyritic (up to 40% fine massive to banded py) in aphanitic grey- 
preen cheiy volcanic. 



RA97-87R NW 3. Jim Small pit by side of road S of lower cat trench area. @ Stn 
1997 lO+OONE 5+OONW at contact of massive Is and underlying 

aphanitic volcanics. Contact is rusty, pyritic. similar to -86R. 
FtA97.88R NW 3, Jim Large v rusty boulder of massive (80+%) v fine to coarse 

1997 granular pyrite in green chloritic or siliceous gmass with up to 
5% local magnetite. From area of cat disturbance with 
abundant rustv float and white Is (with minor Fe-C& stain). Old 
sample flag 19940. 

RA97.89R Nov 3, Jim 5075M S of -88R. cat trench and old workings S of mad. 
1997 Massive (95+%) fine po/py/cpy. 510% cpy. Str magnetic. V 

fine sulfides in hard cherly gmass. 
RA97-9OR Nov 3. W of Haul 2 pitskhallow shafts dug on contacT of limestone and 

1997 Road, Jim area volcania, about 25 metres E of -66R. Rusty, pyritic o( from 
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COST STATEMENT 

Labour 
D. RippDn - project supervision and management 
K. Schindler - project supervision and management 
L. Caron - Contract Geological Services 

27 l/3 days @ S374.5Otd.ay 
J. Kemp -Contract Grid and Soil work (5.5 km picket grid, 210 soils) 

5 days @ $2141day + $75.35 supplies 
F. Lamuche - Contract Stream Sediment Sampling 
K. Anschetx -Contract Grid and Soil work 

(96.2 km flagged gridding. 3,643 soils) 

$ 5,oco.oo 
$ 5,000.00 

$ 10.236.31 

$ 1.145.35 
$ 2,295.oo 

$ 30579.01 
$ 54255.67 

Au 30 gram Fire Assay - Chemex Labs. North Vancouver, B.C. 
2161 soil samples @ $ 11.91 $ 25,738.85 

Au + 32 element ICP - Chemex Labs, North Vancouver, B.C. 
1692 soil samples @ $19.06 $ 32,146.OO 

32 element ICP + Au -30 gm Fire Assay - Chemex Labs, North Vancouver 
99rocks@$21.85 $ 1.9E6.50 

Au, 30 gram Fire Assay (+150 mesh and -150 mesh screening) 
Chemex Labs, North Vancouver 

25 suction dredge and sluice concentrate stream samples $ 400.00 
$ 60.253.35 

Travel and Accommodation 
Mist Field and Gffice Supplies 

$ 5,105.54 
$ 3.36695 
$122,981.51 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

I, Linda J. Caron, certifj that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

I am an independent exploration gecicgi& residing at Bubar Road (RR #2 S-101, C-14). Rock 
Creek, B.C. 

I obtained a B.A.Sc. in Gsolngical Enginewing (Honours) in the Mineral Explcration Option, from 
the University of British Columbia (1985). 

I graduated with ah M.Sc. in Geology and Geophysics from the Univarsity of Calgary (1988). 

I have practisad my profession since 1987 and have worked in the mineral exploration industry 
since 1988. 

I am a member in good standing with the Aasaciation of Professional Engineers and 
Geoscientists of B.C. with professional engineer status. 

I have no direct or indiract interest in the property described herein, or in the sscuritias. of 
Century Gdd Corp. nor do I expect to receive any. 

7f 
Linda Camn, P. Eng. 

D&c 497 
Date 


























